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LEAGUE MANIPULATIONS ELABORATE PROGRAM IS BLACK BEARS RULE FAVORITES TO TAKE
ARE CLEARLY EVIDENT IN PREPARED FOR GAME SAT. 
NOMINATION OUTCOME
Cobb and Goddard Are
Named for Senior
Presidency
ELECTIONS TUESDAY
Northern, Southern Leagues
Appear To Be Equal
In _Strength
that the mythical Northern and
Southern ptilitical "Leagues" are
still in operation became clearly evi-
dent from the results of secondarv
nominating conventions for class of-
:ices held Tuesday evening.
The following results of the nom-
inating Cl inventions, though not of-
ficial, may be regarded as accurate in
all tespects. Final elections will he
i!al.1 next Tuesday in Alumni I lall.
Senior Nominations
President : George Cobb, Maurice God-
ice-president : Stanley Henderson,
1\ .t ii Hoyt.
••••cretary: Agnes Crowley, Ruth Hard-
I rcasurer: Kenneth Black, Carl Hon-
i I aplain: Walter Emerson, Francis
1 ..cutive Committee: \Villiam Bes-
William Cole, Carl Honer, Carl
.11am. l'aul NIcDonnell, Philip Ryan.
, Ii Wilhelm.
mencement Ball Claninittee: Har-
1...rd, Elston Ingalls, l'arker Frost.
-.11 Walton, Dorothy Sawyer, Ed-
I titler. Margaret Copeland.
•iiencement Week Committee: 1)on-
wart, Alice Sisco, Roberta Lewis,
'.• Hill. Albert Galbraith, I.ee Black-
( Worge Carlisle.
Committee: l'aul Bean, James
Henry Higgins, \Varren Pratt.
••.,111,1i. I Reese, Claytim Totman, Stewart
Junior Nominations
President I lana Sidelinger, John Seal-
Vice-president : Clyde }begins, Robert
I litlehale.
Secretary :
king.
Treasurer:
Roberts.
Chaplain:
II•ardman.
hAecutive Committee: Roland fileszeri
1\ illiam Jones. Roger Hutchins, Nlyron
"..)te. Eliasson, Donald Huff, Al-
r \Veek Committee: Virginia Nel-
1 hairy Little, Glen Torrey. Eldredge
—Is. Joseph NI Wien, Reginald Naug-
. I 
-.ink Peaslee.
Prom Committee: Doliald W.
Theta Chit. Joseph Galbraith,
Webster, Eileen Briown, Joseph
Howard F. illey, Robley NI orri son.
Sophomore Nominations
1... Leslie Hutchings. Iiiirleigh
%,, t
-president : Alton Bell, Robert Al-
Louise Steeves,
Bruno Golobski,
I. uwell\‘'estml,
retary : Hope Wing, Marjorie Mac-
asurer : Robert Ohler, John Singer.
, more I lop Committee : Louise
•d. Norman Carlisle, Emery
•!. Daniel 1.ncey, Donald Kilgour,
Keegan, Robert Marci )))) ette.
Pipe Committee : J Cr. dd
. Joseph Cyr. Sargent Russell,
Chapman. Stanbird Blake.
Lancaster, Henry Aliberti.
'live Committee: Margaret Snow,
Brailey, George Fincllen, James I
Howard Stagg. Everett Brew-
,
Freshman Nominations
olit : liii ii, Fish, John Gowen.
resident : Thomas Lees. Robert
.1 V
-.tary : Wm. R. Th..tups.in, Russell
I rcasurer: Nancy Heimings, Ratultilph
s•-
ive Committee : Andrew Adams.
huger, Richard Ilayes. Robert
Georgia Taylor, Barbara Ware,
Kelley.
' Committee: George Call, Fred .
Alice Collins. Betty Drum-
.% 
.,Ilace Gleason, Philip Rogers,
Francis
FIRST MASQUE PLAY
OFFERED THIS WEEK
• 
Modernistic Set Has
Been Created for
"Candlelight"
The group concerned with "Can-
dlelight," first play of the current
season to be offered by the Maine
Masque. is working enthusiastically.
and rehearsals point to a smooth per-
ft inuance when the play is offered to
the public in the I.ittle Theatre on
next Wednesday and Thursday, No-
vember 7 and 8, at 7:3U p.m.
The stage design for this play ha.s the
appearance of a professional productio1u.
k complete modernistic set has been cre-
ated, carried out in each detail to perfec-
tion, and the resulting product is entirely
different than has previously been seen
on the Masque stage.
Kay Hoctor has the leading feminine
ride, and as Marie, ambitious maid with
aspirations to enter the aristocracy, she
has created a commendable character that
bubbles with humor and delight. Sar-
gent Russell, a sophomore, seen last spring
as the fence painter in "The Late Chris-
topher Bean," is satisfactory as Josef, also
ambitious to create an impression of gran-
deur on the woman with whom he has
fallen in love over the telephone. His
tiortrayal is much different than that of
previous Jowls, but his original' interpre-
tation may be more satisfying than that
offered by other characters who have had
the part.
N. wman Carlisle. a recruit to the Masque
stage, is impressive as the Baron, who,
although lie was born into the aristocracy,
is nevertheless a human who understands
the whims of the lower class, lie has the
natural liolish necessary to make his role
successful, and from the evidence seen in
rehearsals lie will be one of the highlights
of the cast.
The complete cast : Marie, Kay Iloctor ;
Prince, Norman Carlisle; Josef, Sargent
Russell : Baron, Edward Bryant ; Baron-
ess. Jane Sullivan ; 1.i serl, Elizabeth Gray ;
Waiter, \Villiam Van Gundy ; Chauffeur,
Arthur •\ 1" I" ("'Per•
The largest and most elaborate
football program ever prepared by
the University of Maine Athletic
Department will he offered fin- sale
to the patrons of the Maine-Colby
football game at Alumin Field Sat-
urday afternixm.
The pr grant will be a Mime-
coming souvenir. In addition to
containing complete statistics of
both fts.thall squads, it will contain
articles by Coach Chester Jenkins,
C..adi Phil Jones, David Brown
'3o, Burton Mullen '36, and sports
writers of local papers.
Many, cuts of Maine athletes and
athletic teams will be includes' in
the program, which will have no
advertising whatsoever. The cuts
will be accompanied by individual
write-ups of the persons or teams
in the picture. Scores of all Maine
foothall games playedsince Fred
Brice became head coach will be
listed, as well as officials! signals.
and Maine songs and cheers. The
program will sell for twenty-live
cents.
-4
RELIGIOUS GROUPS HERE
TO FORM ORGANIZATION
Rev. Fielder Reports on Meeting
At Northfield. Calls It
Great Success
A joint meeting of the .M.C.A. cabi-
net, the V.W.C.A. cabinet, and the advis-
ory board of the M.C.A. was held Tues-
day, Oct. her 30, at 3 :30 p.m. in the M.C.A.
building. The purpose of the meeting was
to discuss the possibility of having a uni-
fying Christian organization in New Eng-
land. under which all chur.di work, stu-
dent volunteer mi,vements, "1" wairk. and
I. cal Christian 4prganizatitms w i iuld fuuc-
tion.
The middle western states have used a
similar plan. This major organizati.m
would adopt a program of providing a so-
lutiu m for the industrial, social, and eco-
114,inic problems of the country.
Cecil Fielder reported 1111 the N111.111-
field Conference. He said "One hundred
seventy-four students attended, all vitally
interested in putting across the new move-
ment. The group was entirely lacking in
mystical experiences." Ile thought the
conference was a great success and that it
showed an excellent welding of interests
persimalities.
Haruld LORING ANNOUNCES NEW The delegates to the conference fromMaine were Spurgeon Benjamin, repre-
SHORT AGGIE COURSES -tilting the Wesley Foundation of Orono;
Short courses in poultry raising and
dairy pr.iducti..ii will be in sessiim this
year at the University 4.f Maine, Wednes-
day. January 2, to Saturday. January 19,
Fred Loring, Director of Short Courses, and Nliss Gertrude Rutherford, head of
announced today. These courses afford the Student Christian Movement in Can-
college training in agriculture for those :lila. Ihniald Stewart gave a speech on
wii se time amt Mwels for this purpose are "The Cu nunission 1,1 Faith and Function."
limited. Mr. Loring said. It included the hopes and policies of the
Tlwre are no entrance examinations bur new oreallizatil('M
admissi.m, but students must be at least Bill Kitchen was appointed the Esecu
-
lo sears of age and have had a connnon tive S'iretarY fhe 
oreaiiization.
wit .l educatioit.
There is no tuition charge. Thi,.
tars. it is said. should cover the no
expenses for ts.ard, room, and bis.ks. PRINT CONCLAVE PAPER
A complete course consists of six weeks
work in either subject. Each course 1- Plans Formation of Secondary
divided into two Units ..f three weeks each. 1 School Press Association;
Unit N... I only will be given this year,' Pendell in Charge
but next year both units will be given. I,
Upon completion the t mm.. units of a The Thi rt cent h 
A iii intl liii erseh"lastic
e1.1ir w, an apprirpriate certifwate will be
awarded.
Ali outline of the course and an enroll-
ment blank may be obtained frlini the Di-
rector of Short Courses. College of Agri-
culture. Orono. \faille.
Rena Allen, representing the V.W.C.A.;
John Nhmw, representing the Fellowship
Church; and Donald Stewart, the M.C.A.
John Mouw spoke on the topics present-
ed at the conference by Mr. Van Dusen
KAPPA GAMMA PHI TO
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB HAS
DR. MARTIN AS SPEAKER
The se- iii meeting of the newly or- .
ganized Photography Club of the Univer-
sity of Maine was held itt Aufsert Hall, I
Tuesday. October lo. at o :45. Dr. Martin
of the Chemistry Department gave a lee-
tire on developing and printing materials. ,
illustrated by actual manipulation if the
instruments metiti..fied. and by demonst•-a-
ti4.11 I)f developing and printing methods.
, The name of the iirganization was submit-
ted by the committee and accepted by the
I majority. The program committee has nut
yet ann..thiced the stance, of the third '
meeting, to be held in No ember.
11,
Journalistic Cusiferent e sp.111S1 wed by kap-
pa Gamma Phi will be held at the Uni-
versity of Maine ..ii Friday and Saturday.
November 23 and 24.
A new feature of this year's Conference
will be a newspaper piddishesi especially
for the delegates and containing in print-
oi form the information they blase re-
timed and all other material pertinent to
the Conference. This will make a per-
manent record for each school for future
reference.
Kappa Gamma Phi is ii4.w planning the
formation of the Maine Secondary School
Press Association, the nucleus of which
will be this fall Gniference. It will be a
permanent organization bringing the
schools of the state int.) closer contact.
Representation at the Conference insures
membership in the Association.
Elisabeth Jenkins '35 was the guest of
Almira Wright at her home in Gardiner.
N. V., over the week-end.
1934 STATE SERIES FOOTBALL CROWN;
MEET COLBY MULES HERE SATURDAY
MAINE
Doherty
Sidelinger
Bessom
Cobb
Reese
Totman
Hamlin
Butler
MacBride
Dow
Brewster
PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS
L.E.
L.T.
L.G.
C.
R.G.
R.T.
R.E.
Q.B.
L.H.B.
R.H.B. _
F.B.
Game starts at 2:00 P.M. E.S.T.
COLBY
Paganucci
Russell
Thompson
MacDonald
Harold
Stone
Wright
Lemieux
Yadwinski
Sutherland
Peabody
TARRETTY IS NEXT Campus May Have Poll
MASQUE OFFERING
On Thanksgiving Recess
The Maine ( ,:;,,cus will apply to
• the Committee oti Administration
somet this week is-Besier's 5-Act Comedy imet„ t 
to 
a 
studentask perm 
p.m next
To Be Presented Tuesday to distawer student opin-
ion elnicerning the Thanksgiving
In December recess.
The ( 11/11PliS, if the Cimunittee
grants the request, will ask students
%%nether they favor the present sit-
uatiim in which Thanksgiving Day
alone is a holiday. or whether they
would prefer to have the entire
week-end, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday. as a reeiss-s,"Vilir
Chri,tmas .or Faster recesses short-
ened one awl one-lialf days to make
up for it.
"'The itarretts uif Wimpole Street," a
live act et anetly written by Rudolf Besier
and based on the romance of Elizabeth
Barrett and Robert Bripwning, will be the
next offering of the Maine Masque which
will be presented in the Little Tht•atre
sometime during the first of December.
This play reflects through its presenta-
ti4/11 id the six Barrett boys and three girls.
Victorian faniily life dominated by a jeal-
ous and overbearing father. Not a treat-
ist.• of dull aiid commonplace historical
material, but a living memorial id justice
and virtue overcoming, handicaps prevent-
ing happiness and ji.y. It is ail excellcH
a literate, a fascinating play and one thaL
has been enjoyed by Ititudinous throngs
that helve witnessed the lierformances
the legitimate stage and screen.
Perhaps an indiscreet, and certainly a
delicate subject, discreetly treated, and
culminating in blissful satisfaction on the
part of the audience, this unusual drama
offers special possibilities for dramatic
pleasure. In spite of prevalent tendencies
for professional playgoers to remember
with deepest gratitude dramas that have
departed from realism and blase entered
the realm of the fantastic, "l' he Barrens
of Wimpole Street" is a play that met with
the approval and acclaim of the dramatic
critics. It deals with life, common life,
and far too many unfortunate individuals
have found themselves in the same position
that Elizabeth and her docile sister were
in just previous to the closing act of the
play.
Tryouts will be held soon after the first
play, "Candlelight," has offered. An
announcement will be made On the Altiinni
Imiard for the exact ilate of the
tryouts and the presentation of the play
itself. Prof. Bailey is anxious to meet
aspirants for the "Barrens" in his office
at any time.
DEBATING SOCIETY HAS
ADOPTED CONSTITUTION
• 
Hamilton Boothby Is President;
Constitution Prepared
By Smith, Clark
A 1:1 nistitution was adopted last Tues-
day and officers elected the Tuesday pre-
ceding by the debating society. The of-
ficers cletted were: Hamilton Boothby,
president ; David Brown, vice-president;
Chester Smith, secretary-treasurer ; and
Hit hard Brigg:. manager.
The ciflastitution which has been ad..pted
is the work of Chester Smith and George
Clark, who worked on it for over a year.
The debating society, of which Mr. D.
W. Morris is fat ulty-adviser, meets every
Tuesday at 4.15 in North Stevens. On its
pros:rams provisiim is usually made hie
some speaker, who after his talk leads a
f,)runi.
Anyone desiring membership in the or-
ganization should see either the president,
the secretary, or Mr. Morris. Everyone
is welt sne to attend the meeting next
Tuesday.
PROMINENT MEN WILL
SPEAK AT TAX SCHOOL
Extension Service Is Conducting
Tax Instruction Class
Here Nov. 1-2
Professor Paul R. Mort, direct..r
Schtsol of Education, C..lumbia Univer-
sity ; \V. A. Runnells, State Cisitroller.
Augusta; Bertram E. Packard, Conimis-
sioner of Education, and Professor 0. C.
I formell, Bowdoin College, are arming the
principal 4.ff -campus speakers for the Tax
Sels•.1 to be held in Winslow Itall, Thurs-
day; and Friday. Nov. I and 2 under the
auspices of the Extension Service.
Arthur L. Deering, director of the Ex-
tension Service, will discuss the general
plan and purpoSCI,f the sclit mil at 9:00 a.m.
Thursday. An analysis of the receipts and
expeoditures for 41, Maine towns fi.r the
years 1932-33, will lie givoi by Donald W.
Reel. Extensitin Et...114.'16st. Will lain A.
RumwIls. State Comptroller, will dist 11,
State finances. Bertram E. Packard.
Ct. 'ssiiiiier of Education. and Pn•fes-
sor Mort, will report "Findings of the
Maine Public 5ch.s.1 Finance Commis-
•
Record Crowd Will
See Decisive
Contest
MARSHALL IS OUT
Colby -Maine X - Country
Meet To Be Staged
During Half
Back tilt() the training grind went
the Black Bear this week, preparing
for the annual battle with Colby's
1\ hitt. NVith one series pelt
tucked away, the Black Bear Will Un-
(li itibtedly rule the favorite in Sat-
urday's tussle, and all the regulars
and subs will be ready for action at
the opening whistle with the excep-
tiini of Steve Marshall. Marshall
reported for practice for the first
time in a week Tuesday, and he still
is favoring his injured leg to such
an extent that it is likely that he will
not be called upou until Maine jour-
hies to Brunswick.
Claytion Tatman, husky right tackle. has
a slightly injured arm and \lilt Mac-
Bride still has a sore kg, but under the
care of "\\'ally," shiitild be in tip is itch
form for the OpennIg whistle.
The Maine liiwup will be identically the
same as that which started against the
Garnet mid the experience of starting
agiiiilas a unit apaiitageous
to the general team play Previous to
last week, the same c bination never
ilts.k the field twice.
As has been the case for many Saturday
;therms sis, the form of attack to be cm-
phiyeil by Isith outfits will depend Oil the
weather anil conditii111 Of the field. Colby
is expected to arrive with a number of
,ssing plays and the Pale Blue will con-
tinue with the Brice sleight-of-hand that
Komi-11 t, , nitich for Bates.
Colby suffered injuries fripm the Bow-
41.dii tussle but it seems likely that most
of the regulars will be ready to go Sat-
urday. Practice this week has CIPIISiStell
of scrimmages against the freshmen who
were emphiying Fred Brice's pet plays
and were also gaining ground through
the !Mille,. Co dby has a heavy line which
stopped the Itowdom Miming attack, with
the giant Stone being the outstanding
lineman.
The Mules boast a great punter and
passer uu, Ralph Peabody, metillwr of
the famous Pealssly athletic tribe, and a
flashy and elusive hall carrier in Yadwin-
ski wh. use fine broken field vviirk brought
Colby a victory a week ago. The sea-
son's showing of the Waterville team be-
fore flie Polar Bear battle was not so
impressive. the Mules losing tit N..rtli-
eastern and only downing little laivvell
Textile 1.y a 14 0 count. However, Colby
always has proved a tough mit for Maine
craek and always plays a fighting game
in State Series contests.
With the renewed rivalry bdweeti the
sion." schools, a big rally. Ilinnetoming. and a
On Thursday at 9:00 a.m.. Professor. Colby- Maineuross country meet scheduled
Hormel' will discuss "Tax Measures Iwtv)ascii the halves, this, the last home
\ Aid) if Enacted, Will Lower the Gen- Rattle, slumld pr..ve to be the most inter-
. rat Property Tax." Ile will speak again (*sting and colorful of the season.
at 1:30 pnl. on -Present Status in Other
PRISM EDITOR NAMESStates of Sales Tax, Income Tax, and
Other Taxes which Broaden the Tax . NEW STAFF APPOINTEES
Bases."
Clarence A. Day, County Agent for
Kenrwbec County, will ClIndth t table
thSenssion• on "Technique of Arranging
and Holding Tax Meetings."
I.ast sea ...11 the EXtenSiOn Set-Vice,
thriougli comity agents in each comity, con -
(hit ted meetings in more than 300 towns if ,
the State, the purpose being to acquaint
Maine citizens with facts relative to taxa-
tion matters. The als.ve Inentioned tax
school is for the purpose ..1 assembling
up-to-date informatitai to be disset tt tt ated
at community meetings again this fall.
Dean Cl..ke and Pr..fessor and
Creamer attended a meeting of the New
England section of the S..ciety for tb,
Promotion of Engineering Education at
Rhode Island State College, Saturday.
October 20th. Professor Creamer ;west ni
ed a discussion on Electronics.
Mr'.
1
Rolwrt Haggett and Ntax Fitch have
been appionted to editorial positions on
the Junior Privrt, according to announce-
ment today by the editor, David S. Brown.
!faggot will assist in phott.graphy work
while Fitch will he assigned to the publi-
cation department.
Under a new plan of organizati..ii, the
l'rism will contain a section devoted en-
tirely t, I pluttos taken at random about the
University c mpus. The pictures may be
submitted to the editor. David S. Brown,
Box 52, Alumni Hall, for publication.
Expenses of devel.pptilent will be recom-
pensed. providing the cuts are made, by
tin' yearbook.
NOTICE
1 he Library will not be open
Saturday, November 3.
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Welcome
The Maine Campus extends
oil-dial welt:time and a hearty Mai'
lello to the hundreds of Universi
alumni who will take time out fr.,
their everyday occupations and car,
to return to the campus for a lc
brief bums of renewed acquai,
tanceships and happy festivity.
The quality of the alumni of iil,.
institutir in is the criterion of jutk:
mem of the value of that institutit.•
The l'inversity of Maine may wt•
be ',prim of her Maine lilt
stand out witting the leaders of pre-
('lit-day American industry at;
culture.
hir gratitudes have done much 1.
Niaine. Thev can, and are striviii:.
to, do much more. May they nev,
ft irget the alma nutter which
nurtured them and given them th.
means of attaining their present de-
gree of succ,•.....
Methodist Episcopal Church
and Wesley Foundation
November 4
10:30 Morning Worship with sermon
by the pastor on "Spiritual Preparedness."
The service will conclude with the celebra-
tion of the Lord's Supper fiir those who
will participate.
A.10 Half Flour Assembly and Worship
in the vestry. The Adult Forum—Profes-
sor Walter W. Chadle mine, of the Depart-
ment of ECM, will discuss the time-
ly subject "What Form of Liquor Control
Legislatiim Shall We Advocate?"
Wesley Foundation Student Fr truth -
joint meeting with the Sunday Evening
Club at the Manse on Itennoch Street.
-A United Student Christian Movement
for New England." Speakers: Spurgeon
Renjamin. ,14.11n Mow*. Rena Allen, I bin-
ald Stewart and Cecil Fielder, 4 The Wes-
ley Foundation will leave in a group at
the if the Half Dour Worship Sri-
sine
Old
WELCOME ALUMNI
For a Treat
Visit the New
.Ce 'Rendezvous
SPECIAL
Plain Coats
27e
.1canell and Pressed
Any Plain Garment
43e
11.-irtvr
WELCOME
ALUMNI
Come to Scribner's for ALL
Lovell & Covell
Masterpiece Candies and
Specialties
Nan Cabots
Assorted 35c
Hard and Chewy 39c
Nuts and Fruits 49c
Opp University Inn
Y.W.C.A. MEMBERSHP
DRIVE IS SUCCESS
A final check up of the Y.W.C.A. Mem-
bership Drive, held the week of September
24th, indicates the total membership to be
50.8% of Maine women registered. This
is practically the same per cent of Maine
women as joined the "V" last year.
Of the four classes, the freshmen IA
with b32%, the juniors coming second
with 53%. The two dormitories having
the largest percentage of members are
the Maples and Colvin Hall.
These results are gratifying to the
President of the Association, Lucinda Rip-
ley and members of the cabinet. The
chairman of the work on Membership
Week was Elizabeth Gifford, a member
of the junior class who was assisted by 12
CORRESPONDENCE
Rim garreapiisde•ce celestas of The campus
are ewes to as public as pertinent sublectas
sad letters are w•icomed ALI Letters nimbi
be signed with the author's real aame, bat •
pea came will be used t n publication ad tit
letter if desired The ideas Mated is then
csiumas are set ne<rsaart.y those of Th• cam-
pus sad should aot be so coasidrred The sal-
ter reserves tle right to withheld asp letter
er a part ef say letter
o the Lditur of the Campos,
Dear Sir:
Four weeks from today is Novem-
ber 29, Thanksgiving Day. In al-
most every home in New England
there will be family gatherings,
brothers and sisters home from
schotil, the traditional feast of
thanksgiving. Some of us can not
attend, for the one day given us is
not enough for the long trip.
Many students cut the remaining
classes of the week. Few dare to
cut prelims given on the day after
I hanksgiving (to insure against cut-
ting J. Cuts taken at this time are
rovv ned upon, but only by cutting
can we go home.
Perhaps it is over-sentimental to
want to spend Thanksgiving at one's
own home.
The Friday and Saturday follti%s -
ing Thanksgiving have been granted
in the past—can't they be granted
now ?
The argument that Thanksgiving
is too near Christmas has little effect
on those of us who arc willing to
forego other visits home in order to
go when the family is all together.
A census of opinion on the ques-
tion could he taken in order to ascer-
tain how the campus really feels.
Yours truly,
R. G.
Where lu you get MAINE SEAL
STATIONERY
JEWELRY
BANNERS
SOUVENIRS
on the Campus
WELCOME ALUMNAE
Look your best for the
BIG GAME
Buffum Beauty Parlor
./rtitit),
"It's toasted"
Four throat protection—against irritatiott—agatoist cough
SCABBARD, BLADE NAME
LIEUT.-COL. CANDIDATES
Nominations for Honorary Lieutenant-
Colonel for the R.O.T.C. Battalion were
made last Tuesday evening by Scabbard
and 13lade, military honor society, as fol-
lows:
Phyllis Hamilton, Helen Buker, Fran-
ces King. Claire Saunders, Bettina Sulli-
van, Louise Sleeves, Kay Wormwood,
Evelyn Tracy, Elizabeth Gifford, Marie
Archer, Dorothy Knott, Kay Russell.
Prof. J. II. Waring and Prof. R. M.
Riley were in Winterport Oct. 23 on a lab- I
oratory trip inspecting orchards.
members who personally interviewed and
invited the girls to join.
WELCOME ALUMNI
Meet Your Friends at
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
ORONO, MAINE
BEN SKLAR
WELCOMES BACK THE ALUMNI
Get Your Woolen Jackets and Warm Coats
for the Football Game
At
BEN'S
SCABBARD AND BLADE
HAD INITIATION THUks-
A meeting of members of the
Society of Civil Engineers %%:
Wingate Hall tonight at sent-:
talk oti the North Twin EA, I
be given by a member of the I
ment. Refreshments of cider .
nuts will be served, and cigar...
distributed. All sophomore
%itell to attend.
All students are urged to ,tdrn
the words of the Maine Band Sung
and the Football Song, whi(1i ap-
pear elsewhere in this issue.
Thurs., NOY. I
return engagement c.
"LITTLE MAN WH/CI
NOW"
Fri.. Nov. 2
Anna Sten. the idol of Europe
Iii
"NANA"
Sat.. Nov. 3
"THAT'S GRATITUDE"
irum the successful stage play us
 ti
Frank Craven
Mon. & Tues., Nov. 5-
"S ER VAN T'S
ENTRANCE"
with
an St 1,45 it. rr, I.ew Ayer- '
sparks. Louise Dresser. and
Conmilly. A pleasing ronnaiiti.
comedy
Wed., Nov. 7
Hie picture you have been waiting
to see
"ONE MORE RIVER"
From story by John Galsworthy and
directed by James Whale. In the
cast are Colin Clive, Frank Lawton,
_lane \\*yam. Reginald Denny.
.-twill, Mrs. Patrick Camp-
bell, Alan Mowbray, and others.
on'll find every Lucky
firmly round and fully packed with long
golden strands of fine tobacco—only the
clean center leavcs—these are the mildest
leaves—they cost more—they taste better.
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GALA HOMECOMING
STARTS TOMORROW
•
Dr. Hauck Inaugural
Is Feature of
Program
Veginning tom wrow afternixon hundred-
l'inversity of Maine alumni will begin
t• arrive on the campus for the fourth
annual Alunmi Homecoming which begins
Friday afternoon and concludes Saturday
evening.
The inauguration of Dr. Arthur A.
lima. eighth president of the University.
t..gether with the Alumni-Faculty Lunch-
eon and the last varsity home football
game are the outstanding events. Started
in 1931 first as a modest one-day program.
Alumni Homecoming at the University
has met with larger response each succeed-
ing year and it is expected that with the
inauguration of the new president the
number who return this year will exceed
the mark of 1933. Reservations for the
Luncheon and game are being received in
7.orge numbers.
rhe program opens Friday after/loin at
o'clock with a Freshman ft vithall
•:.,ine with Coburn Classical Institute. In -
,much as the Freshman team has hail
unusually successful season there is
It interest in this concluding event on
•.44 •chedule. Between the halve of the
,!,.e two Freshman CrEISS country teams
t,i race Old Town and Brewer.
\ t ii :45 a big athletic rally is to be held
..14,I..rs near the Alunmi Menu, trial
.0••kmit a huge txmfire. This event is under
!,,• direction of the Senior Skulls. liii-
itchy the rally will be a
cting of alumni and undergraduate let-
., r- men in Alumni Menairial. Positive
lirance has come frim Don Faviir in-
mug that he will attend and give a
1.11k in his trip to Japan. The Senior Skull
C also in Alumni Memorial concludes
first day's program.
Die inaugural ceremony is the first
on the program of Saturday. Elab-
• ite preparations have been made to ac-
iii date alumni, faculty, and students.
'w public is very cordially invited to at-
•• 'id this event, to he held in the new gym-
,ium which has a seating capacity in
\ cess of 2500.
At noontime alumni, faculty and friend,
it ill join in the Homecipming Luncheon
ahich is in the nature of a tribute to the
r!eih• president of the University. Res-
, •%ations should be made in advance for
•,, event to assure accommodat. 
The varsity game. Colby and Maine,
II take place on Alumni Field at 2:00
lock and between the halves is a cross
, -Hwy dual meet with Colby.
Immediately following the game the
Eagles. himiirary wtnticri's s.
is to stage a tea dance, and in the
',ilium several of the fraternities are to
e parties or initiations.
Many changes have been made on the
,opus during the past few months.
-nspicuous among these are Lord Hall,
'.\ gate Hall. the Mechanical Shops. and
.•htions in equipment to the Trophy
.an. These points of interest will be
• for inspmtion to visitors during the
• •, 1,criods in the program.
.rmation and tickets for the several
• may be secured from the Alumni
-s-iation office ill Fenold Hall until
4.44-day nairning at which time the scene
t,vities will change to the lobby of
umni Memorial.
\ fter capturing the state title friiin Bates
Colby last week the Pale Blue bar-
t. will renew relations in a dual meet
•oi Colby Saturday afteripsin between
• halves of the football game. Maine
run Colby in a dual affair since
127
4 , .11iy's team will be essentially the
.\•c as that which competed in the state
last week with Cliff Veysey being
headliner. Maine will choose a team
In NPil and Ernie Black. Joel Marsh.
'•• ,li 1Vishart. Howard Stagg, Harry
-.tinders. Bob Ohler, Bill Niamey:ell,
Boh Corbett.
ORCHESTRA REHEARSAL
IS LED BY LARSON MON.
• Larson. a new member of the lac-
. the University of Maine. conduct-
last orchestra rehearsal held in
Hall. Mr. Larson was educated
^"r High School and the Univer-
- Maine. He later attended the Penn-
State College from which place
"veil his Ph.D. While at Bangor
School he was violin soloist for the
rstra and student director of that or-
- 
.tation in his senior year, besides be-
. i member and baritone of the hand.
tic University of Maine he contin-
' h, musical career. He was a menu-
the band and student leader :if it
• ,enior year. Ile has been, and still
member of the Bangor Symphony
,•tra and the Bangor Band.
• D. B. Demeritt was in Calais
and spoke at the Women's City
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Alumni Homecoming Feature Page
TO FIGURE IN HOMECOMING
PREsiovres Hams
YEAR'S LARGEST RALLY
TO BE FRIDAY EVENING ' 
• 
Is Sponsored by Senior Skulls;
James Sanborn Is
Chairman
__--.----
mit(1,,/,r athletic rally around
a big IN,nfire and a mmting of alum-
ni and undergraduate "NI" mew
featuring Dim Favor 'XL who has
just returned frt int Japan. are two
importaut events scheduled fin- Fri-
day evening as a ;girt of the fourth
annual Alumni I hunecoming at the
University of Maine. November 2-3.
The rally is being sponsored by the Sen-
ior Skulls with "Jim" Sanborn, varsity
baseball catcher, as chairman. It is to be
the biggest rally of the series held this
fall. In schechiling the es-cut outdiairs
they are returning tit a custom of several
years ago when. at the old "Maine Night,"
a huge bonfire was held with short talks.
Songs and cheers are to make up an im-
portant part of the rally. Phil Jones '19
of Bangor. freshman fiiothall ci tach. is to
be master of ceremiinies as at previous
rallies. This year Coaches Fred Brice.
Chester Jenkins. Bill Kenyon, acting-cap-
tain Cobb. and Ted Curtis are to be called
upon and possibly others for brief remarks.
The rally will take place by the Armory.
Secrecy surrounds a special act which
is being prepared for this occasion and
which it is reported %% ill be especially ap-
propriate for the rally. The University
Band will he present awl an invitation has
been extended to Nlaine's famed "Joe"
McCusker '17 to take charge of the sing-
ing.
Senior Skull Dance To
Conclude Homecoming
The concluding event of the Friday
Homecoming program is to be the Senior
Skull dance. This has become one of the
biggest of such functions of the club here
at the University. Because of the large
attendance at previous similar dances, by
special arrangement this function is to he
held in the Alumni Memorial Gymnasium.
It will make it possible to acciimmodate
conveniently the many alumni and stu-
dents who always attend. Heretofore it
has been held in the Alumni Hall Gymna-
siuni.
All students are urged to learn
the words of the Maine Band Song
and the Football Song, which ap-
pear elsewhere in this issue.
U. OF MAINE FRATERNITIES
ALPIIA GAMMA Rito
(Editor's Note—This is the first if a series of weekly articles on t •iiii•ersity frater-
nities, designed for the benefit of the fresh ttttt to (-lass.)
Alpha Gamma Rho is a national frater-
nity founded at Columbus. Ohio, in 19114.
The Psi chapter was founded at the Uni-
versity of Maine in 1924. The year previ-
ous it was a local, Alpha Sigma Mu. The
fraternity has maintained a chapter house
here since it joined the national. and at
present has abi.ut 30 members.
Alpha Gamma Rbo is an agricultural
fraternity and has 32 chapters located at
leading c•illeges. Its publicatiiin is the
Siekle and Sheaf. its colors are dark green
and gold, and the fraternity flower is the
pink rose.
The Psi chapter has held the highest
fraternity scholastk standing among the
of M. fraternities for the last three
consecutive years. Fur the past three years
It has alsi. held the Senior Skull scholar-
sh ip. 1' wit members, We•ley Juin:ins and
Wayne Rich. are member• Phi Kappa
Phi.
t hie iif it Ifrestini WInfaker.
Won the light lwavysseight iliampionship
in 1934, Wesley Judkins held the light-
weight boxing cliampiiniship in 1933-34.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The Time The year 11489. The place?
The top floor of Oak 'fall. What ? The
founding of the local fraternity S.I.U. by
14 college boys living in the above men-
titmed men's dormitory.
In 1891, John W. Norris from the Uni-
versity of Vermont absorbed S.I.U. into
what is now Maine Beta Upsilon Chapter
of Alpha Tau Omega. From that small
handful of men this chapter has grown to
a membership of 507 active and alumni
members
Ten years after the founding of the
chapter a house im North Main Street in
Orono was purchased by the young and
growing fraternity. In March 1931 the
house which so many knew as home was
completely gutted by a raging fire that
broke out on the second story and was
said to have been caused by faulty wir-
ing. The following year saw the begin-
ning of construction on the new house
while the active Chapter lived in a small
dwelling house tin Park St.
Since May 1932 the present building has
been occupied by members of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity. Only one more task
presents itself—that of grading the lawn.
This is to be started within two weeks;
its complef  will climax a long hard
GOVERNOR LOUIS BRANN
TO SPEAK AT INAUGURAL
SATURDAY SPEAKER
Gov. Louis BRANN
NEW TROPHY ROOM
IS M. C. PEIRCE GIFT
Medals and Pictures
Of Donor Are
Displayed
\ 1..6 at the [tiiversity id Maine
‘s IN, return to the campus for the
fourth ammal Alumni I linnet:Inning
Friday and Saturday are gi,ing lii
find the reCellIly eStibiliilled NI.
Chamberlain Peirce Trophy Rix Nil
of particular interest.
There will be on display (lir the first
time a panel of pictures and medals of the
late Mr. Peirce and also a new cabinet of
colored photographs of University track
reciird kidders. The Triiphy Room was
iipened last spring just heft we Ci 
inent. This Homeciiming. therefore, will
he the first importunity many alumni have
hail to liii k over the trophies which are on
display.
NVith the big athletic rally hilliiwed by
a meeting of "M" men Friday night and
the last fume football game Saturday it is
expected that a large number of former
athletes will be interested in this new fea-
ture.
The money which made pinssible the
establishing of this Triiphy Rmuini and
maintaining it was given by the late Mrs.
Anna ii, Peirce and Mellen C. Peirce, of
Bangor, Ili Meniory of their at who was
coaching football at the University just
prior to his last illness. The panel pre-
sented by Mn, Mellen Peirce ineltides four
pictures of his son engaged in his favorite
sports: football, hurdling, pile vaulting,
and canoeing. Also included are the
medals which lw won in various athletic
contests.
In a riew caliiiiet which is to he hung
this week will be displayed the phiptii-
graphs of those University of Maine men
who have made the best records in both
indoor and outiliior track events. This
type of display is considered rather unique.
.As rapidly as new reciirds are made the
pit ture of the former reoird bolder will
be removed from the cabinet and replaced
by that of the person who made the new
retort!. The set of phimigraplis are all of
'form size and have been sery attrac-
tively coliired depicting the several men
as far as possible in the spirt in which
they made the University record.
struggle which has been the dream of many
A.T.O.'S of previous classes,
During the past few years A.T.O. has
shown a steady climb in scholastic stand-
ing having C. .1111e from near the Whim to
fourth place in the campus standing. Of
the last three lassescto graduate, two of
the valedictorians have been from this
house. Many Alphas have also been mem-
bers in Tau Beta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa, Phi
Kappa Phi. and Kappa Phi Kappa as well
as many other honorary societies on cam-
pus.
Sixty Alpha Taus have iweti placed on
All teams in the past. The first
U. of M. man to gain a position fill Linde
Sam's Olympic Team was Carl Ring,
A.T.O. in the class of '24. Alphas have
also done their share of chasing the horse-
hide around iti the national pastime- base-
loll. On the cinder track men from this
Chapter have done their but for Maine.
The hosing and wrestling coaches last
year were both from this house.
Slime (if the more outstanding alunmi
from the chapter are Frank Weyniouth,
one of the foremost engineers in the coun-
try; William Ham, physicist and author-
ity on the Roentgen rays; Byron Moore,
who cmstructed the New 'York subways.
Dr. Moreland King Is
Co-Speaker at
Exercises
Governor Louis J. Braila '98, of Au-
gusta. and Dr. Moreland King, of Lafay-
ette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, are
to he the speakers at the Al lllll Ili-Faculty
Luncheon which is to be held at the Uni-
versity of Maine Saturday noon, Novem-
ber 3, according to an aiiiiiitincement by
Bryant M. Patten '23, chairman of the
Alumni Mance() g Committee. 1/r.
.Arthur A. Ilauck. who will be inducted as
president of the L'inversity Saturday
morning, is to preside at the Luncheon.
\Vont from Governor Bratui indicates
dot it is his plan and desire to participate
in the exercises of llomeconiing Day and
to bring official greetings of the State
to the L'iiiversity and to its new president.
George S. ‘Villianis '05, of Augusta,
President of the General Alumni Associ-
ation, will award the Alumni Service Em-
blem. This has become a feature of the
Lulu-helm in which ilu,miuui and faculty are
very much interested. Each year there is
awarded one emblem or Pine Tree "M"
to an al ttttt nus who los rendered outstand-
ing service to the Alumni ‘, oci:ition and
tum the University.
DON FAVOR '34 WILL
TALK AT "M" MEETING
 
 • 
Close-up of Athletic Situation
Will Be Given by
Coaches
Fresh front his CiitilltleSts IttJai on
%% here he won several events, Don
Favic Maine's premier hatittner
thrower, is expected to tell all inter-
esting story of his trip abroad. 1)ott
has just arrived home after two
uuiu quits trip to Japan as a member of
a track team made up of leading c111-
lege athletes of this country.
Phil Jones '19, president of the "M"
nub, will preside. Ile, bigether with
"Ted" Curtis '23, Faculty Manager of
Athletics at the University and secretary
id the club, are making arrangements for
the "M" meeting. It win be held in the
Alumni Memorial Gynmasiiiin Friday eve-
ning at 7 :30. All al • and undergrad-
uates of the l'inversity who have been
awarded an "M" are invited to attend. A
"close-up" of the athletic situation at the
University will be Os en Ily the coaches
and faculty manager, business transacted,
including the election of talocer., possibly
Moving pictures taken this fall I ,f football
gainer.. aolil refreshments with "Bill"
Wells '31 in charge.
PERSONALS
Betty 1/111 '37 went to her home in Ban-
gor last week-end.
•
Diirothy Cann '.io spent the week-end
at Iliggantan, Connecticut, her home.
•
Carolyn t.'tirrier '3o spent the swat end
with her parents in Bangor.
•
111111111). '37 went to her 111..111(' Ill
12.111W1•rtli iiser the week-end.
•
SP
Gems a Elotrill 'Mi, spent the week end
with her parents in Bangor.
•
Elisabeth Shiro '.14) weiit to her home
in Bangor last week-end.
•
Ruth Sylvester '36 visited her parents in
Eustis nver the week -end.
•
The billowing alumni returned to the
Kappa Sigma house for the week-end:
J at k AlWIMJNI Thl.trIliini Conant '31,
Donald Corbett '34, John Diiksint '32,
Addison Palmer '22, Stanley Pease '32,
and Robert Stewart '21.
•
1/eati James Muilenburg opened the Fac-
ulty Seminar of the Westbrook Junior
College last Friday afternoon, Oct. 26,
with a lecture on "What Kind of Citizens
Does Our New Society Demand?"
•
Mr. Fred P. Loring. Director of Short
Courses in the College of Agriculture,
was in Presque Isle Oct. 18 and spoke
at a meeting of the Aroostook U. of M.
Alunmi Association.
•
Mr. Loring was in Portland Oct. 25
presiding at the Manic Branch of the
American Vocational A ssociat ii in. lie
sis,ke to agricultural teachers at the Maine
Teachers' Convention.
•
1/r. Marion D. Sweetman and Prof.
Pearl S. Green were in Portland Oct. 25
and attended the Teachers Convention and
the Maine Home Economics Association.
Adams. James I ruslow. Tra-
gedy. (Sectionalism I 1934 973.7 Ad18
The Best Plays of 1933-34. 808.2 B46
Bonner, R. J. Aspects of Athenian De-
mocracy. 1933 321.4 864.
Brooke. Iris. English Costume in tke
Age of Elisabeth. 1933 391 1379
I /avid, Paul. The Economics of Air Mail
Transportation. 1934 383.4 1)28
Ifi AC. Sidnes'. Towards the (.nderstand-
(mg of Karl Marx. 1933 '335 M.369h
Hugel. Friedrich von. Letters from
Baron Friedrich Von Rigel to a Niece.
1929 .3(11 H871I.
Johnson. Josephine. Now IN November,
1934 813.5 J633
Morrison. A. J. A .Vetv Way to Better
Golf. 1932 796-352 M834
Nutting. Wallace. Photographic Art Se-
crets. 1931 770 N979
Pitkin, Walter B. New Careers for
loath. 1934 371.425 P683
Rogers. Samuel. Dusk at the Grove. 1934
813.5 R633
Rojas. Ricardo. The Invisible (hrist.
1931 232.9 Rt)3$
Shallot), J. P. Private Police. 1933 351.
74 Shin
Trotskii, Leo. What Hitler Wants. 1933
943.085 T756 John Day Pamphlet)
Tugwell, Rexford G. Our Economic So-
ciety and Its Problems. 1934 330.973
T818..
Van Kleeck. Mary. Miners and Manage-
ment. 1934 331.18 V321
Van Vechten. Carl. Tiger in the House.
1924 637.92 V376
\Valsh, Maurice. The Road to Nowhere.
1934 891.623 W169
\Valsh. Maurice. Romantic Adventures
(The Small Park Man. The Key Above
the Door. If Rivers Run.) 891.623
\V 19r
\Varliurg. J. P. The Money Muddle.
1934 332.4 W199
Whitaker, Arthur P. The Mississippi
Question, 1795- IM13. 1934 977 \V58
AGRICULTURAL CLUB IN
FIRST MEETING OF YEAR
The first meeting of the Agricultural
Club was held in Winslow Hall Wednes-
day night. Oct. 17. with a large attendance
of students and faculty members.
At this meeting the members of the
Dairy Judging Team gave a rep irt of their
work at the Springfield Exposition where
they competed with teams from most of
the eastern states and some of the larger
instittniims of the middle west. Professor
II, 'we Hall, the of this team, sum-
marized the repirt and compl. lited
boys on the splendid showing they made.
The members of the team were: Raymond
B. Lan -tan. William N. Farwell. John II.
DeWitt, and Preston C. \Vhitaker.
Following this report Mile...or Corbett
and Dean Deering %tic called on for a
few remarks. .the latter amviuming the
selection of Dr. J. F. Witter as the fac-
ulty adviser of the dub this year— Dr.
\Vinci- being the choice of the dub officers.
The officers cif the Agricultural Club for
this year are: Max Turner. president ;
I.awrence Tiimpkins. vice-president ;
Farwell.ham 
 treasurer : Wen TOrreY, sec-
retars . and Dr. J. F. Witter, faculty ad-
viser.
Bacteriology Book, by Tanner.
Left in 28 South Stevens. Finder
please return to Registrar's office.
STUI)ENTS and 1
Your aitel111.012. tleaSe.'
I ant operating three chair-
now. Prompt service anil
first class work.
G. M. SHAW
U. or M. Bonn* Stine
Coburn Hall
I oggery Shop
10 Mill St Orono
Next to Strand Theatre
GORDON HOSIERY
For Women
Chiffon and Semi
-Chiffon
79e Pair 2 Pairs
Est.
SilaV1 44..\ .I.C1111C\
FlAx I' TITINNFV, Prop
We specialize In "Ravin- Paddle
THURSDAY. . 9p.m. E.S.T.
8 p.m. C.S.T.-9 30 p.m. M.S.T.
8:30 p.m. P.S.T.
MAINE TEAM HAS FIRST
DEBATE NEXT THURSDAY
Roland (;eszer and George Clark. vet-
eran Maine debaters, will meet a team
loin the American Internatiiwiall C liege
next Thursday. November 8, at 4:00 pan.
in Stevens Hall.
The proposition to be debated is that
being used by the Ingli schools of the Na-
tional Forensic League throughout the
United States, namely, "Resolved : That
the Federal Government should Adopt
the Policy of Equalizing Educational Op-
portunity throughout the Nation by Means
of Annual Grants to the Several States
for Public Elementary and Secondary Ed-
ucation."
This subject is of high national interest
today. It was also the subject of Maine's
first debate, an Oregon cross-question.
non-decision type-. which was held with
the University of Vermont on October 3)
A decision will be rendered in the forth-
i. mugdebate, the second of the year, ii,
which the University of Maine will up•
hold the affirmative.
CHURCH NOTICE
Fellowship Church
At the regular service 10:30 A.M. Sun- ,
day Dr. Charles M. Sharpe will speak up-
on a theme of special interest to students.
viz. "Life a Risk But Not a Gam1,1.
Mr. William J. Cupp will sing.
There will be a joint meetins,
Young People's Club id Fel. ,
Church and the Students' Forum of the.
Wesley Foundation at 7:30 P.M. at t
Manse, 23 !lemma St. Reports from
Students' Conference at Northfield. Mass.
will be received and discussed. All inter-
ested are cordially invited.
Saint John's Universalist Church
November 4
At Saint John's Universalist Chi:.
there will be Morning 1Vorship at
with Rev. T. \V. Horsfield preachinc
"De Profundis." Miss Margaret Ifcr
soloist, and Miss Belle Virgie at the
gan.. Saint John's offers a cordial it,
tation lii the student body.
Barbara Hertel. '37 spent the week ,
at her Jamie in Bangor.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
CHRYSANTHEMUM CROP
IS NOW IN FULL BLOOM
The chrysanthemum crop at the Univer-
sity Greenhouse is in full bli•an and pre-
sents a pleasing sight, with nearly a full
house of color. The range is open front
7 a.m. until 5 p.m and the Department of
Ilorticulture gladly extends an invitation
to anyone to visit the range and euji,y the
NOTICE
All freshmen who purchase tick-
ets for the Senior Skull stag dance
Friday evening will be exempt
from freshman rules over the week- Margaret Hall '36 and Gertrude Murray
end.
'36 spent the week-end at the Delta Zeta
house at Rhode Island State College, at
Senior Skulls King•tiai. R I.
DELTA ZETA TO OBSERVE
TENTH ANNIVERSARY SOON
The tenth anniversary of the local chap-
ter of Delta Zeta Sorority will be com-
memorated Saturday night of Homecom-
ing week-end. Initiates. pledges, and vis-
iting alumnae will be entertained at a buf-
fet supper at the home of Mrs. Olin S.
Lutes, a patroness of the chapter. Alum-
nae wishing to make reservations may
call Beth Gifford, at Balemine Hall.
The thirty-second anniversary of the
founding of Delta Zeta Sorority at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio, was observed
by Alpha Upsilon Chapter on the campus
last 1,Vednesday. October 24.
You Will Find the Following Nationally Advertised Brands
on Our Toilet Goods Counter
At 10c
Lady Esther
Wisalbury's
Pond's
Guide!' Peacock
Colgate's
Coty's
Kissproof
Tangee
Mavis
Savage
Maybelline
Italian Balm
Hind's
Jergens Lotion
Kleenex
INum)lew
Zip
Neet
ROBERT FEDDERN '35. He says: "I'm in-
ti rested iii e S iv phase of flying—majoring in
aeronautics. It takes a lot of mental concentra-
tion. Three or four hours of intense study is
enough to tire anvone. I light up a Camel Ge-
gen:nth. Camels always gist: me a liff that
quickls chases aaa$ an% tired feeling. And what
11.1%u( lanais have—so rich and mild!"
Djer Kiss
April Showers
F & 0
Cutex
I.isterine
Dr. Warrens
Indent
Pepsodent
Pebeco
Ipana
Watkins
Wildroot
Kotex
1.ifehuoy
Ivory
Camay
Cuticura
Pahnolive
And Many Others
When in Need of Toilet Goods
PARK'S
Here's the way to get hack your energy quickly when you feel
glum and weary! Thousands of smokers have adopted the way
of combating low energy and low spirits mentioned by Feddern.
When their energy sags down they smoke a Camel and get a
delightful "lift!" It's healthful—delightful—enjoyable. Smoke
Camels as often as you want them. Their finer, MORE EXPEN-
SIVE TOBACCOS never get on the nerves!
Plans are under way for the World's
Fair which will lie held in the Memorial
Ciynuiasium the afternoon and evening of
Saturday, November 17th. As last year,
the fair will be sponsored by the nien's and
winnen's organizations iif the Maine
Christian Association. The ciniunittee
this year is headed by Lucinda Ripley and
Ted V.'. .d. the heads of the twii organiza-
tions ; serving on the conimittee are Velma
Colson. Car 'hue Currier, Alice Stewart,
Ruth Godwin, Howard Stagg, Bob Nivi-
son. Willett Rowlands.
The World's Fair features this year will
lie much the same as last, with scnne
changes. Ten different countries will be
represented, each display hug g
,haixlise, handicraft, and edibles •
to that country. In the afterno.
will be an entertainment consisti!,,
tional wings and folk dances
evening there- will be a stag du,
year the fair is to feature the its'
lection of Miss .1delaide Pearson.
1101. This collection of textiles Ii.
gathered by Miss Pearson in the v.,••
trips she has made hi Central A:
The textiles ti lie exhibited are the
work of the Indians of Central Am, •
Other attractions will be the pre r
Princess ‘Vatawasa, of Indian Islait.1
will bring with her baskets made
Penobscot Indians. The Harman...
will also be in attendance.
Largest Men's Store in a Hundred Miles
EASTERN MAINE'S HEADQUARTERS
ARROW SHIRTS
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
PHOENIX AND GORDON HOSE
DOBBS HATS—BERG HATS
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
MIDDISHADE CLOTHES
BARRON-ANDERSON OVERCOATS
TUN( IN! CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Casa Loma
Orchestra, Walter O'Keefe, Annette lianshaw, and other
headliners —over WABC-Columbia Network.
TUESDAY . . 10 p.m. E.S.T.
9 p.m. C.S.T.— 8 p.m. M.S.T.
7 p.m. P. S.T.
AIR HOSTESS. Says Miss Marian
McMichael. R.N., of the American
Airlines: "When the run is over
and I'm off duty, my first move is
to light a Camel. A Camel quickly
relieves any feeling of tiredness—
and how good it tastes. Camels are
so delightfully mild!"
ANIMAL COLLECTOR. Frank
Buck says: "It takes health% nets ec
to bring 'em back aloe, les a loh
packed with thrills. ext itement and
real danger. I am a heave crooker.
I like to smoke Camel.. for 1 ian
safely smoke all I want without
Upsetting my nerves."
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
—and scores of oilier famous fines.
in
ENORMOUS ASSORTMENTS
for Unlimited Selection
TOBACCO EXPERTS
ALL SAY:
" Camels are made from
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos —Turkish and
Domestic 
— than any
other popular brand,"
4-opr.l(.* I f.31.
L J. Rev 01 Is T,bscro
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ALPHA OMICRON PI SORORITY HOLDS
FALL INFORMAL AT COUNTRY CLUB FRI.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority was hostess
•ver 50 couples in one of the season's
.• 'tending informals Friday evening at
l'enobscot Valley Country Club.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Ashworth, Dr. and
•-. A. C. Andrews, and Mrs. Sawyer
.peroned. The committee in charge
:he dances was Ruth Shurtleff, Edith
• ;ardner, and Helen Buker.
kniong those present were: Kay Worm-
.1,Roger Colbert, Kay Busse'', Wally
i\ hoe, Alice SiSCO, Stan Henderson, Dot
,,iyer, Dan Lucy, Ann Eliaseon, Art
;ens, Marie Archer, Paul MacDon-
: Margot Sewall, James Day, Louise
• ; ves, Ken Speed, Helen Buker, Dig*-
..Iiircionette, Libby I'hilbrook, Carl In-
; ,ham, Phylis Hamilton, Edward Web-
Margaret Lutz, Ralph Beers, Phyfis
...Hips, Harry Crabtree, Lee Blacking-
Robert Nivistion, Natalie Birchall,
-inart Mosher; Ruth Barrows, Dick
'Lase, Avis Lovejoy, Tom Hill, Paulette
1:ollisson, Al Ingalls, Dixie Copeland,
il.trl Hill, Barbara Hertel', Ray Thorne,
Marjorie Young, Ken Webb, Marjorie
\ lurch, Charles McLean, Henrietta Cliff,
Ralph Hayes, Alice Crowell, Bob Mor-
7IS, ;II, Virginia Palmer, Ken Parsons, Mar-
tie Church, Harold Lord, Dolly Dol-
hver, Don Washington, Virginia Trtuidy,
Don Stone, Lucinda Ripley, Al Thayer,
Madeleine Roussin, Phil Snow; Edith
..ardner, Bill Thompson, Libby Gardner,
ilean Stevens, Peggy Thayer, George
• .trlyle, Emily Elmore, Norman Car-
Mabel Ashworth, Dick Berry, Louise
-tings, Sam Favor, Charlotte Miller, ;
Averill, Ruth Kimball, Craig
nicron, Evelyn Tracy, Oscar Taylor,
lielen Osgood, George Osgood, Barbara
-nlorn, George Fitch, Claire Saunders.
I Ashworth, Ruth Shurt•leff, Douglas
Parker. Caroline Currier, Karl Oxner,
-tiirley Hatch, Nathan Itokes, Rosemary
r,,.ardman, Robert Haggett, Geneva Ep-
-tem, Irving Perkins, Elizabeth Shim,
Lester Myers, Ruth Perry, James Board-
Man.
DELTA TAU DELTA IS
HOST AT INFORMAL
The Delta Tau Delta house opened
•le its doors for the first informal of
.year at 8:30 last Saturday night. Paul
;arvin decorated the rooms appropriately
ith pumpkins and orange and red dec-
.rations in keeping with the Hallowe'en
season. Lou Keyer and his Rhythm Boys
•Wrnished the music for the many coup-
attending. The refreshments eon-
'd of harlequin ice cream, assorted
•kies, and punch. Major and Mrs.
1.0erle, Mr. and Mrs. Hincks, and Mrs.
; ;raffam, house mother, were the chap-
rifles.
The guests were: Paul Woods, Blanche
I lolman, Carl Ladd, Sally Lowe, Jim Day,
Margaret Sewell, Buddy Moran, Bobbie
Lewis, George Smith, Theresa Oakman,
Edward Goudy, Estelle Prescott. Lloyd
Buckminster, Cynthia Wasgatt, Edward
Littlefield, Velma Colson, Vernon Pack-
ard, Dorothy Nutt, Temple Smith, Doro-
thy Jones, Bill Halpine, Eleanor Gowan,
Ken Kimball, Violet Blake, Jim Haggett,
Rosemary Boardman, Kenneth Aldrich,
Solveig Heisted, Bill Mongocan, Phyllis
DeCormier, Ralph McCrum, Mary Div-
ney, Ralph Copeland, Alice Coffin, Henry
Anderson, Hope Whitman.
:; COUPLES ARE AT PHI
KAPPA SIG PARTY
Witches, ghosts and goblins hovered
und l'hi Kappa Sigma house Saturday
•;•ning, while about 25 couples danced
• • the merry tunes of Joe Stevens, and his
• , tic.pators.
lie hots* was decorated with orange
•..1 black streamers, skeletons, jack-o-
wt erns and other decorations, in keep-
ir with the Hallowe'en spirit.
Dean and Mrs. Deering, Mr. and Mrs.
\ I oreland and Mrs. Florence Merrill
..haperoned. The committee in charge
of the affair was composed of David White,
Arthur Sherry and Robert Lovelace
Those attending were Phylis Johnson,
riarence Wadsworth, Rachel Adams,
-‘11101d Hook, Lee Ingerson, Dudley Met-
Pill, Frances King, Ken Johnstone, Mies
Ruth Cope, Gordon Raymond, Louise
Beatings. Sam Favor, Eleanor Black,
Dana Sidelinger, Alice Campbell, James
‘'akefield, Nancy Ifennings, John Hen-
rigs, Madeline Frazier, David White.
• era Hobson, Harold Woodbury, Janet
ampbell, Max I4owel, Estelle Blanch-
:A, Richard Lunt, Mary Buzzell, Arthur
•:reery, Marguerite Davis. 14onald
Jesn Morrison, Neil Hobson. Mar-
ne Young, Harold Webb, Arline An-
ierson, Warren Walker, Shirley Hatch,
lames Morrinon, Marjorie Thompson.
•loel Marsh. (1eorgis Taylor, 1>onald
Huff, Ruth Lapiern, "Mr. and Mrs. (liff
Eastman, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gray.
"ROSH V MEETING FIELD
IN BALENTI NE
.\ freshman "Y" meeting was held in
-;tine on Wednesday, October 24.
; s•aker was Dr. Ruth Crosby who
,n "The Use of Leisure Time."
-r•R wag held for the time wag limi•
sl
At the next meeting, Freshman officen
wal he elected. All are requested to be
is-esent.
JEAN LORD CHOSEN AS
QUEEN OF THE AUTUMN
Jean Lord wig chosen "Queen of the
Autumn" at the Harvest Nfotin Frolic
held in Alumni gym Friday evening, un-
der the auspices of that Contributor's
Club.
The gym was appropriateiy decorated
with corn stalks, pumpkins, and autumn
leaves. Lew Kyer's orchestra furnished
music for the affair which was chaperoned
by Dr. and Mrs. Turner and Mr. and
Mrs. Moreland.
3/A N Y MAINE WOMEN
ATTEND STU. G. TEA
Over 175 Maine women attended the
Student Government tea which was held
Sunday afternoon in Balentine sun par-
lor.
In the receiving line were Dean Edith
Wilson and the officers, namely, Jean
Walker, president, Elizabeth Schiro, vice-
president, Marie Archer, secretary, and
Helen Titcomb, treasurer.
The faculty women, wives of faculty
men, and the fraternity and dormitory
matrons were guests of honor.
Refreshments of sandwiches, cakes,
tea, nuts and mints were served to all
those attending.
Evelyn Adriance at the piano, and
Marion Hatch, accompanying on the cello,
furnished music for the afternoon.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
HAD VIC PARTY FRI.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wing chaperoned at
A. T. 0.'s victrola party, Friday evening.
Attending were: Misses Gwendolyn
Roach, Betty Drummond, Frances Nason,
Bettina Bruce, Christine Elliott, Helen
Cousins.
FOURTEEN COUPLES AT
MAPLES VIC PART I.
Fourteen couples attended the Maples
victrole party Friday eveaing.
They were: Kay Cox, David Moore.
Mary Pendell, Leonard Gatz, Jean Mitch-
ell, Virginia Moore, Rey Dunleavy. Lu-
cille Rankin, William Blake, Althea Mil-
lett, Paul Brown, Marion Hatch, Lyndon
Keller, Ethel May Currier, Phillip Greg-
ory, June Clement, Albert Laputz, Mad-
elyn Jones, Richard Ilaskell, Mary Frost,
Jack Frost, Maxine l'arlin, Samuel Wheel-
er, Betty Fortier, Lincoln Fish, Solveig
Heisted, Stanley Young.
The committee was: Solveig Heisted,
chairman, Kay Cox, and Mary Pendell.
LAMBDA CHI INFORMAL
IS WELL ATTENDED SAT.
Lambda Chi held its fall informal on
Saturday night, October 27. Approxi-
mately 35 couples danced to the music of
the U. of M. Bears. Refreshments of
ice cream, cookies, and punch were served
during the evening.
Mrs. May :McDonough, Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle C. Jenness, and Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
B. Demeritt chaperoned. Emery Wes-
cott was chairman of the dance commit-
tee. and Ernest Dinsmore and Henry
Lowell were assistants.
MARGARET ASNIP IS PI
BETA PHI DELEGATE
Margaret Asnip, '35, has been elected
to go as a delegate from the Alpha Chap-
ter of the Phi Beta Pi sorority to attend
the installing of the Sigma Theta Pi chap-
ter at Dalhousie University in Halifax,
Nova Scotia. Miss Asnip plans to leave
on Tuesday, October 30, and will return
probably on November 3.
FIVE COUPLES ATTEND
THETA CHI VIC PARTY
Theta Chi held a vie party Saturday
evening, with five couplets in attendance.
Those present were Carl Ingraham, Eliza-
beth Philbrook, John Bennet, Jean Doyle,
Caribou; Donald Brown, Helen Bailey,
Pittsfield; Adrian Downey, Frances May-
nard, John Roberts, Elizabeth Ashby,
Mrs. Blanche Roberts, chaperoned, and
refreshments were served.
NOVEL DECORATIONS FOR
SOPH EAGLES TEA DANCE
Autumn leaves, eagles perched on
branches, and blue stars hanging on the
walls a ill be used as decorations for the
Sophomore Eagles tea dance to be given
Saturday afternoon following the Colby-
Maine game at Alumni Hall.
Posters have been sent to Colby, so a
large crowd of both Colby and Maine
students is expected. The U. of M. Bears
will provide the music and refreshments
will be served. Admission is 30c.
SOPH EAGLES HELD
SPOOK PARTY SUN.
Spooks, ghosts, and strange noises of
all kinds haunted Balentine gym Sunday
night as the Sophomore Eagle's Hallowe'en
party got under way. After shaking
hands with the door-man, the girls, dressed
in various costumes, were led blindfold
through the "magic castle." Their nerves
were tested by the scrapings, hangings,
and hisses in the "castle."
When the blindfold was taken off, the
guests were free to wander around and
bob for apples, visit the fortune teller,
or race to see who would be the first to
get to the ruershmellow tied in the mid-
dle of a string.
Later acs end games sere enjoyed by
the group as is a hole The girls played
grand march and circle to choose the
best costumes.
The tact priies acre gus en to Betty
Littlefield and Lucy Cobb. who were
dressed as Siainewe Twins.
Refreshments, consisting of cider and
doughnuts. were served by the Eagles.
C().VTRIR r • TORS CLUB
HAS ART EXHIBIT
Art was the topic of Interest at the
third Contributor's Club Tea, held Thurs-
day afternoon, Oct. 25. This discussion
was occasioned by a collection of modern
American paintings brought by Mrs.
Delyte W. Morris, and Japanese prints
loaned by Dr. Turner.
In Mrs. Morris' collection were a print
and a eolored head by Joseph Sheridan.
and Jessie Fremont Gale Herring's San
Bernadiuo Mouniains and ProeiricSous
Sand Dunes.
Mr. Sheridan, who paints under his
first name of Joseph, teaches at Mills
College in California, and has been
rewarded medals by the Chicago Museum
of art and the 'Minneapolis Museum of
Art. Jessie Freemont Gale Herring is the
founder of both the Provincetown Art
Colony and the San Francisco Art In-
stitute.
Contributor's Club meetings are held
every Thursday from three to five in the
faculty room in South Stevens. The
members of the Club urge everyone to
come in for a cup of tea, and intelligent
conversation.
HALLOWE'EN GA YET
AT COB URN INFORMAL
On Saturday night, October 27, the
Coburn Hall girls entertained at their
annual informal dance. The house was
appropriately decorated with yellow and
orange zinnias, and button chrysanthe-
mum. The Hallowe'en motif was fur-
ther carried out by the immense jack-o-
lanterns which were placed on each rude
of the front door. During the evening
the couples danced to the strains of l'er-
ley Reynolds orchestra, and enjoyed re-
freshments of vanilla ice-cream with
chocolate sauce, cake, and punch.
The committee consisted of Dorothy
Sawyer, chairman; Lee Blackington, Caro-
lyn Currier, and Hope Wing. Mrs. Delia
Sullivan, matron, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred-
erick S. Youngs were the chaperones.
Those present were: Dorothy Sawyer,
Charlie Towle, Dixie Copeland, Earl Hill,
Agnes Crowley, George Carlisle, Francis
Johnson, Tom Johnson, Carolyn Currier,
Karl Oxner, Madeleine Roussin, Tom
Cavanaugh, Muriel l'erkins, Norman
Carlisle, Charlotte Lachance, Gene Mc-
Manus, Hope Wing, Dick Gaffney,
Carolyn Lothrup, Stuart Sabin, Barbara
Heeds, Raymond Thorne, l'hil
Harry Crabtree, Betty Dill, Roger Cal-
bert, Lee Blackington, Robert Neverson,
Hilda Scott, Al Galbraith, Frances Aus-
tin, Stan Henderson, Evelyn Tracy, Os-
car Taylor, Ira King, Ken Johnston.'.
Alfred& Tanner, Merton Sumner, Mar-
ion Hilton, I sonahl Lennox, Ruth Todd,
Toni Houghton, Betty Hart, Rub Wel-
land, Nada Jackson, Fred Brush, Ethel
Bowie, Harry Lowell Alice Sisco, Waldo
Mullen, Roth ShurtlefT, John Sealy, Faith
Folger, Francis Studley, Eleanor De-
laney, Coles limier, ‘1indred Coburn, Les-
lie Hutchins. Llizalvoili Scion', Arnold
Kaplan, Bessie Grey. Bill Jones, Etta
Grange. Ralph Sawyer,- Cas;rgia
Jack Mullaney, Paulette Roussm, Elmer
Ascii, Kay Bunker, Frank. Rom, Joe Kati,
M. Moran, Elizabeth Oalonan. l'aul
Lillian Staples, It. Nogler
5 MEMBERS OF '38 ARE
3rd GENERATION STUDENTS
According to a recent ihtille ,o1 the Minn(
Afurvinu.s, five members of the class of
1938 are third generation students, while
three others also had a grandparent at-
tend at the University. This, like the 51
sons and daughters of alumni in the en-
tering class, is the largest record. Sixty-
eight members of the class report that 97
brothers and sisters have preceded them
at Maine.
The third generation freshmen are Wal-
ter B. Hanaburgh, of Buchanan, N. V .
whose mother, Florence Balentine liana-
burgh, graduated in 1905, and grandfather.
Walter Balentine, '74, Edward W. Pierce,
of Portland, lather, Stephen F. l'ierce.
'07, and grandfather, Fred S. Wiggins '77;
Frances M. Nankin, Hiumoden, father.
Dr. Charles J. Nilson, '09 and grandfather.
Dr. Walter II. Nelson '82; Mary Hale Sut-
ton, of West Roxbury, Mama, father,
Harry E. Sutton, '09, grandfather, George
E. Sutton '83, of Orono; Sarah W. Little-
field, of Brewer, father, John Littlefield
'13, and grandfather, John E. Littlefield
'89, of Brewer.
Three other freshmen point to for-
bears who were early registrants of the
University, but neither of thei' parents
attended the University. The three are,
Helen B. Lewis, of liar Harbor, grand-
father, Albert. A. Lewis. '76; Ruth A. Rob-
inson, of Lewiston, grandfather, Louis
Robinson '83; and Joanne M. Stuart, of
Brewer, grandfather, Albert II. Stuart '78.
Further analysis of the blanks tilled out
for the General Alumni Association tiles
shows that a total of 188 of the group have
bail or now have brothers, sisters, cous-
ins, aunts or uncles who have or are at-
tending the University.
To Roderick R. Elliott, of Montreal,
goes the distinction of having the largest
number of relatives attend Maine. In ad-
dition to his father, Wesley C. Eliott
two brothers, four uncles, and three cous-
ins, a total of ten who have been students
at the Univeraity. A few report sax rela-
tives anti several others have had five
relatives who attended Maine.
M .0. C. MEMBERS WORK ON
NEW CAMP CONSTRUCTION
Last Sunday, four members of the M. 0
C. went to Green Lake to work on the
camp which the club is constructing there.
The group consisted of Win Robbins,
leader, Robert Laverty, Leonard Shaw,
and Bob Ohler.
Alumni Homecoming Program
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
2:00 Football Coburn vs. 1938.
3:00 Cross Country Old Town vs.
1938--Team A.
3:15 Cross Country Brewer vs.
1938 Team B.
0:30 Athletic Rally Alumni Mem-
orial.
7:30 "M" Club Meeting Alumni
Memorial.
8:30 Senior Skull Dance Alumni
Memorial.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3
9:30 Inauguration of Dr. Arthur A•
Hauck Alumni Memorial.
12:00 Alumni-Faculty Lunch
• Alumni Memorial.
2:00 Colby vs. Maine football
game.
3:00 Colby vs. Maine cross coun-
try.
OPH0.11()RES HERE
A N NO U NC E WEDDING
Avis Lovejoy, '37, of Rockland, and
Jack Gatti, '37, of Portland, announced
their marriage on Monday, October '29.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovejoy motored from
Rockland to have a farewell dinner with
their daughter anti a few of her friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Gatti spent Monday night
at Bob Dewitt's camp. They plan to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Lovejoy in Rockland
and then go to Indianna where Gatti
expects to be employed.
-
During November it will be the pleas-
ure of three local associations to entertain
for the first time as guest of honor, Presi-
dent Hauck.
November 8, he is to address the Han-
cock County Association at Ellsworth.
Coach Chester Jenkins and Alumni Sec-
retary Charles E. Crussland are also to
speak at this meeting.
The Northern Ohio Association is mak-
ing extensive plans for a big event No-
vember 17 when "Prexy" visits there.
Hon. Harmon G. Allen, President of the
Board of Trustees, has also been invited.
Washington Alumni are to honor Dr.
Ilauck November 20, on the occasion of
his visit to the annual Land Grant College
meetings. Deans Cloke and Deering,
Experiment Station Director Griffee,
Prof. Pearl Green, anti Assistant Exten-
sion Director George E. Lord are also
to be in Washington at that time.
The annual fall picnic of the Ohio Alum-
ni Association of the University of Maine
was held Sunday, October 7, at Fell Lake,
twenty miles from Cleveland, forty-one
alumni anti members of their families be-
ing present. It WAR WI ideal Indian Sum-
mer day. After an enjoyable dinner a
bureneiss meeting was held.
It ass voted to hold the annual ban-
quet at the Cleveland Athletic Club, No-
vember 17, at which time the new Presi-
dent of the Univeraty, Dr. Arthur A.
Hauck, would be guest.
Rachel Adams, '34, visited on Campus
over the a eek-end.
Let's find out why
Turkish tobacco is so important
to a good cigarette
Name tobacco grroirr
telling American tone-
4` l irti how Turtith tobac-
co it aired.
C is14. Loom k Nem% T.11140-0 CO.
On the sunny slopes of
Smyrna . • . in the fertile
fields of Macedonia . along
the shores of the Black Sea
...grows a kind of tobacco
that is different from an)
other tobacco in the world.
'THESE Turkish tobaccos
.1 are the only tobaccos of
foreign cultivation that are
used to any great extent in
making American cigarettes.
Turkish tobaccos arc famous
for their spicy aroma, and a
blend of the right kinds of
Turkish tobacco with our own
home-grown tobaccos is better
than any one kind used alone.
In Chesterfield we balance
mild, ripe tobaccos grown
in this country with just the
right amounts of the right
kinds of Turkish.
It is by blending and cross-
blending these different tobac-
cos that we make Chesterfield
the cigarette that's milder, the
cigarette that tastes better.
er /-/411
MONDAY
ROSA
PONSELLR
-
Turkilh tobacco hung in
the open air to be cured.
ita
WEDNESDAY
NINO
MARTINI
SATURDAY
GIME
STVECKGOLD
KOSTEL4NET7 ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 p. m. (E. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWORK
6 THE MAINE CAMPUS
Correspondence
(The “.ttlapradese• colours a not Campos aro
apse(0 (50 public so portimmt @abject' sued Moms
are malecoaol. All biltlieff Shedd 11%. sigma loth
the author's real same, but • pm ammo inn be
used er publication ot the letter Lt desired. Tke
ideas stated is these columns are sot secular*
those of The Campus and sbould sot he so consid-
ered. The ed:tor reserves the right to withhold
ttanj letter or a part Or an; ie r
viaed and warned by the "ward
heelers,” and have remaining only
'the perfunctory task of marking
their ballots in the prescribed man-
ner.
Having been reminded during
the 1933 elections of the slate which
I was to vote, I immediately ex-
pressed my disapproval. To this,
my informant requested that "even
Editor of the Campus if you don't vote that way, don't
Dear Sir: tell anyone about it, because I have
If there is a single student in the already PLEDGED your ballot."
entire rnivessity of Maine wh.! An attendance at either the pri-
feels that I am an iconoclast, an manes or secondaries would establish
idol breaker, would that he speak 'this truth.
his opinion at once that I may has- I The campus is divided into two
ten to correct it. voting leagues. Lambda Chi and
For I am entrenching myself Phi Eta Kappa, less than 100 yards
firmly in "custom" and arn.reody ! apart, represent ideals that are
to defend it to the end. Nothing as remote and distinct, according
so grand, so glorious as tradition. to this plan, as Phi Kappa and
Nothing so profound. Sigma Phi Sigma, at opposite ends
Well, then, why all this ('oat- of the campus.
munistic chatter, you ask? And In fact, Tau Epsilon Phi, although
you deserve, truly, an answer, in the Southern League, belongs
For you see, I am a stronger to the lineup of the Northern
traditionist than most tradition/ins 'League.
are. I believe in tradition to its The situation has become so
entirety—not this mongrel tra- utterly ridiculous that no more is
dition that you, and all the rest., it even accepted among students
have been preaching. 1 believe without an accompanying laugh.
in tradition, but if tradition must It is my opinion that when any-
be diluted by modernity—tra- thing loses its positive value, it,
dition never! at least, is time to dispense with its
In the same breath that you
praise the automobile and the radio,
you decry the approaching "lib-
eral" philosophies as unpatriotic
and un-American. You argue for
the airplane and scoff at birth co?,
trol.
So it is on the campus. Ridicu-
lous, you say, are schools of 1934, Raehel Adams, tisited friends on
with textbooks of 1900. But no • campus over the week-end.
more ridiculous, I answer, than
class scraps, class elections, fresh-
man rules, and fraternity "Hell
Week" initiations—all of the pre-
wor period.
You argue for the military de-
partment for the sake of prepared-
ness. If you are neither prepared
or forewarned by this selfsame de-
partment of the existence of gases,
of guns, and of diseases of contemp-
orary warfare, how can you uphold
its preparedness?
But I see that. most of you are
rapidly recognizing the values which
1 um trying to make. Those who
are still un-convinced need not
read on in this letter further.
• • 
a 
• •
But you, dear unronrineed, bear
with me for a moment longer. If
you defend new textbooks and
elms scraps, you see, you have 
iestablished an inconsistency. It s.
impossible, to both possess your
cake and eat it, too.
Let us, however, examine the
situation closer.
In the first place, are class scraps
distinctly traditional? Is a knot,
tied midway between ends of the
string, near either extremity?
Chi.ss scraps, we may say, is an
outgrowth of the esprit de combat
which exists between students at
college. But college being ulti-
mately a division of life, it might
be advisable to look back farther,
much farther, than the first in-
stitution of learning.
We find still the presence of con-
flict. Certainly, it existed, but how?
Here I think it might be wise
to end our lesson. No one, Dot
even a savage, would appreciate
the thought of modern men, wrap-
ped in panther skins, slugging each
other with stone hatchets for weap-
ons. And if we did become cave
men again, the most diligent stu-
dents would find education, from
its stone slabs or papyrus reeds, a
most difficult practice.
So now that I have shown you
my reasons, 1 am sure you won't
find it at all inconsistent that 1, tra-
ditionist a theart, can accept no tra-
dition because tradition has been
made of a mongrel caste.
I like my modern Issiks, my mod-
ern luxuries, my modern education.
Extremely ridiculous, then, don't
you think, if 1 were to accept as
tradition your Hell Weeks, your
class scraps, and the rest of your
propaganda when I know that tra-
dition can no longer exist?
Signed
"K.''
- - - —
Editor of the Campus
Dear Sir:
Is it possible that the Student
Senate, with such remarkable fore-
sight to its credit as was demon-
strated in its recent legislation con-
cerning Pajama parades, should
still insist on the annual election of
class officers?
The Senate. I presume, recog-
nises that with the possible excep-
tion of Senior (lass president and
the committees, the function of
class officers is entirely negative.
Not one of the four class treasur-
ers, I warrant, knows the financial
condition of the class which he rep-
resents.
Elections, through an undigni-
fied and absurd procedure, have
encouraged fraternity stu-
dent politics land God knows we
have enough without the students
mixing in') and the beginnings of
the part y-boss syatetii of procedure.
Furthermore, elections Its they
are conducted today. are both un-
representative and unfair. Stu-
dents are herded to the polls, ad- rest of the stints,
existence.
It's up to the Senate to act.
Yours truly,
A Junior.
PERSONALS
Ida Mae Hart and Annette Youngs
spent the seek-end at Miss Hart's home
in .Milbridge.
Florence Shannon and Mary Grant
visited Miss Shannon's sister in Water-
ville over the week-end.
George Neville attended the Colgate-
Holy Cross game at Worcester Saturday.
— -----
Mary Wright visited friends in Brewer
during the week-end.
- -----
Ruth Robinson spent the week-end
visiting in Bangor.
Joanne Stewart went to her home over
the week-end.
- - ---
Phyllis Dimitre spent the week-end
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ross, in Orono.
Mary Ford spent the week end at her
home in Brooklin.
- ---
Violet Colson went to her home in
Guilford this week-end.
— -
Elsa Googins returned to her home in
Ellsworth this week-end.
Mildred Dolliver, ex-'36. returned to
visit her friends in Balentine Hall this
week end.
- --
Ruth Rich, ex-'37, returned to college
over the seek-end to visit Marjorie Murch
and attend the Bates game.
Ernestine Andreas spent the week-end
at her Iv ime in Bingham.
- - -
Elizabeth Ladd returned to her home
in Cast me this week-end.
--- -
Elizabeth Oakman. ex-'37, Marsh-
field. Maas., returned to college to visit
her cousin, Theresa Oakman this week-
end.
Jane Stillman. '37, visited Mrs. Rey-
nolds at Non hern tHarbor, over the week-
end.
-
James S. Hamilton, ex-'35, was a week-
and visitor at the Kappa Sigma house
and also attended the game.
Francis \toning passed the tt
in the woods at Greenville.
Alden Page, '36, visited his borne in
Waterville on Friday night and Satur-
day, attending the annual Colby night.
- - -
WOMEN'S FORUM HOLDS
TEA IN COLVIN HALL WED.
The Ill'onien's Forum assheld in Col-
vin Hall on Wednesday, October 31. at
4:15 in the afternoon. The topic d.-
cussed was -Itt the Cultural Background
of the University-of Maine Graduate
What it Should Be in Preparation for
Future Agnes Cres ley presided
at the meeting and Alice Sasso was in
charge of the ten
FROST AND WEBB FOURTH
ROUND TENNIS VICTORS
ii had %% rather lots held up
ti, I '.nnI!. tournament Only t vk niSteheS
h/t%.• been plated in the fourth round
I' Trost defeating Cn,nkite 6-3. 4.'i i.-:t.
sit 1% ebb Levelein 0-4, 4-6
0-I At present there are twelve players
Ito 'ii the tourney. and arTII.nr those 12
are our freshmen
lIt:""rnall, roach of tennis, plans to
hate sr: indo teurnament this winter
if su!sable arrangements ean be nook
He will chisel. 16 players to take part in
this tourney Anil of this number eight a ill
be choose to pearlier for the varsity the
THEATRE TALK
By MARTIN SCRIVENER
From tite•A-c‘ at wit and discus-
sion I gather that "The Count of
Monte Cristo" is perhaps one of
the most popular films with the
general student body that has been
seen here for some time. I think
that it is decidedly worthwhile,
much better in fact than the gen-
eral run of pictures, but I can't
praise it as enthusiastically as many
have. After all, there is nothing 80
especially unusual and unique
about the story or the treatment
of the material. I could imagine
with little stimulation that I was
again watching a slightly varied
version of "The Sea Hawk." Like
musical comedies on the screen,
these highly romantic, obviously
ficticious stories, are becoming a
bit of a bore. They haven't been
sprinkled into the panorama of the
movie world as generously as have
musical 'features, but enough of
them will be too many. Not that
I don't appreciate and enjoy good
action pictures ["Hell's Angels" is a
red blooded film that I could see
several times and enjoy each time],
but there is something vital lack-
ing in films of the type of "The
Count of Monte Cristo." It is
well done, and the acting is stimu-
lating, delightful, but when you
are ripped from the sound foun-
dation of reality and pushed into
the realm of super-imagination you
need more and different stimula-
tion than is found in "The Count."
•
Robert Donat returns to the
American picture watchers as "The
Count", and from what I know of
him he would please his audience
in such an unrespectable role as a
crooner. As a sort of experiment
I would like to see him play Clark
Gable's part in "It Happened One
Night." I feel that people are
prone to give credit and support
to a character long before he has
definitely shown that he deserves
their praises. If he pleases once,
he is, unfortunately, allowed to
go on receiving the acclaim of a
public that is cold, harsh, and
stupid. Ruby Keeler is an exam-
ple of that sort of thing. Because
she smiles so delightfully, so mean-
ingless, the public tolerates her
atrocious acting and wait anxiously
to see her listless eyes and artificial
lashes.
As a first choice for the second
play of the year the Maine Masque
has selected "The Barretts of Wim-
pole Street." I don't know if it is
a custom of the organization to
announce a play, and then periodi-
cally change the selection, but if
that is the usual procedure I wish
they haul reserved "The Barretts"
so that it would have been availa-
ble for the final adoption. One of
the finest, most beautiful, dramati-
cally perfect plays that has been
written in recent years is actually
promised us in several weeks. The
Masque is undertaking a tremend-
ous proposition in several ways.
First, the play is as difficult to
produce as any that has been at-
tempted for some time. There are
an many items that must be techni-
cally and esthetically perfect or
the drama will approach the ludi-
crous. "Flush" is an essential
element to a satisfactory perform-
ance, and "Flushes" are as rare
in the theatrical world as in gamb-
ling. Another reason why the
Masque is ambitious is because the
previous productions of "The Bar-
rots" have been so successful and
so perfect. Catherine Cornell did
it for the stage, anti when you
speak of her stage productions you
can be certain that they are among
the best in the country. On the
, screen this play was not, strangely
l'ek-end enough, spoiled as is the ease of
most legitimate dramas when adap-
ted to the screen. The flavor, the
feeling, the spirit was retained,
and the public appreciated and en-
joyed the drama as is clearly shown
by the box office figures. With an
audience as super-critical as this
local one will be, and with such ex-
cellent foundation on which to base
its judgement, the Masque should
be lauded for its courage, but some-
where I have heard about someone
rushing in where someone else would
fear to tread.
•
The choice of the exist for this
play, impregnated as it is with stage
delights, will require some very sane
and sensible consideration. Hare
any of the Masque veteran.4 .o.ffi-
cient dramatic akility to 410 justice
to "The Barretts?'' Not to bdittle
the rather excellent work that has
been the product of former Masque
productions, I wonder if a cast can
be made up that will be adequate
for this particular draftee This is
certainly not a suggestion to those
responsible for selecting the cast, but
in a moment of light reflection
wonder how Richard Wooster would
work into the general scheme of the
play. With much enthusiasm I re-
call his notable performance in that
commonplace drama "Uncle,
Vanya," and the character he ere-
ated was one that merits respect to
the professional field. Different is
Mr. Barrett, but in a vague sense
similar, and perhaps the resulting
work would prove as satisfactory.
John Willey is another man that, has
recognized stage possibilities and
made a great deal of success in parts
that could have been definitely me-
diocre. As for Elizabeth Barrett
Browning I immediately think of
two girls with what I consider suffi-
cient charm, poise, and dramatic
ability to do rather commendable
work in the part. Jane Sullivan
has a certain unaffected simplicity
augmented by a mature casualness
that makes her eligible for an at-
tempt at Elizabeth, but there is a
prominent determination hidden in
the character that must remain
hidden and at the same time be
visable, and without some unusual
ingenuity on the part of an actress
this important characteristic will be
lost. The other possibility is Char-
lotte I.achance. In consideration of
her work in "Death Takes A Holi-
day," I feel that she would perhaps
be the logical selection. But whom-
ever is ultimately selected I look
forward with much interest to meet-
ing the Barrett family, and I hope
its members wont prove a disap-
pointment to those who see them.
Home Economic Club
Held Initiation Wed.
At 6:45 p. m., on Wednesday, October
24, the Home Economics Club held its
initiation in Merrill Hall, at which time
12 new members were admitted to its
ranks. Rosemary Boardman, president
of the Club, was in charge of the service,
and was assisted by nine other members.
The initiation was in the form of a very
impressive candle-light ceremony, with
the white dresses of the girls lending an
appropriate atmosphere.
The requirement for membership in
the Home Economics Club is an average
grade of 2.5, or above. The following
are the names of the initiates: Ruth
Holmes, Beatrice Jones, Emily Elmore.
Lucinda Rich, Elizabeth Ashby, Audrey
Bishop, Henrietta Cliff, Dorothy Hutch-
inson, Avis Lovejoy, lisle Naylor, Mar-
jorie Mural, and Helen Worcester.
Immediately after the initiation, from
7:30 to 9, the Club held a reception for
freshman home economics girls, for tio•
purpose of acquainting the freshmen wit I,
the upper class girls. Polly Budge had
charge of the social period, during which
time games and songs were enjoyed. Re-
freshments of cider and cookies followed
Members of the faculty present wen
Mrs. Stewart, advisor of the Club, Dr.
Sweetman, Miss Greene, and Miss Heye
ELIZABETH PHILBROOK A. 0.
P. SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
The Elizabeth Abbott Balentine Schol-
arship, which was awarded to Jeannettt
MacKenzie last spring, has been awarded
to Elizabeth Philbrook, owing to the fact
that Miss MacKenzie did not return h•
college this fall.
The Seholarship is awarded by th,-
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi
and is given each year to a member ti,
the sophomore class. The scholarship is
the value of one semester's tuition.
--
Editor of the Campus
Dear Sir:
As Editor of the Maine Campus, you
anti pair pulleation should be congratu-
lated on the civic enterprise which was
shown last Saturday in the play-by-play
report of the Maine-Bates game to tht
quarantined students at Sigma Chi. It
effort such as this which should be en-
couraged at Maine.
VOW! truly,
An Uppercla&-filaii.
Fznestine Andrews went to her F.: •
in Bingham this week-enil.
- 
-----
lisie Naylor spent the week-end st Ir
home in Cumberland Mills.
PHI MU DELTA HAD INITI-
ATION BANQUET SUN.
Phi Mu Delta fraternity completed
their formal initiation Sunday night,
October IN. At that time a banquet ass
held at which Dean Corbett. various
alumni, and Alton Bell were the speak-
era.
The men initiated are: Alton Bell,
Liician Scamman, Edward Bates, Nol-
and Jackson, Leslie Hutchins, Shirley
Parsons, Stuart Lane, Clifton Carroll.
Wesley Martin, George Edwards, Edwin
Childs, Jr., William Messeck, Hoe art
Mosher, and Harlan Young.
PHI KAPPA SIGMA HAS
INITIATION BANQUET FRI.
Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity held its
annual initiation banquet at the chapter
house, Friday evening.
• Shepard Hurd. '17, 1 Bangor, pre-
sided as niastmaster. Sistakers were
Dean Arthur L. Deering, •12, and Harold
E. Pressey, '25, of Bangor.
Maurice K. Goddard, president, gave
the Alpha's toast, while Harold L. Webb
responded for the initiates.
--
INFORMAL INITIATION HELD
RECENTLY BY SIGMA CHI
Eleven men recently received their
informal initiation into Sigma Chi fra-
ternity. They are as follows: Harold
ilarrabee, Henry Brown, Raynor Brown,
!Gardner Grant, Ralph Hawkes, George
Harrison, William Hunt, Jerold Hinckley,
Victor Muddy, Arlan Peabody, and M.
Leroy Barry.
Elizabeth Oakman, ex-'37, was on
Campus over the week-end visiting
friends.
Thomas Desmond, '33, and Fred Mur-
phy, '2S, visited the Theta Chi house
over the seek-end.
Ralph Corrigan anti lIershel O'Con-
nell, spent the week-end at their homes
in Millinocket.
HOPEDALE, MASS., TEAM
EDGES FROSH PLODDEk
A speedy and sell balanced liopt,ia,,
Mass., harrier outfit journeyed to
campus Saturday to outwore the
man Team A 26-20 on a wet and fl
course. ('rushy of Hopedale fix.
first in 15 minutes, 36 seconds, while
and Hopedale runners were closely •
ched in the next four positions in er,.-
the line. Smith of Maine was is,
KIN den id Hopedale, third, and
and Sehoppee of Maine took fourth
fifth !daces respectively.
The order of finish: Crosby, Ilene:.
Smith, Maine; Bowen, Hopedale; It ..
hart, Maine; Schoppee, Maine; It..
eon, Hopedale; Turner, Hopedale; !
land, Maine; Wilson, Hopedale; F
Maine; Sadler, Maine; Foster, M
Lennon, Hopedale; and Meade, ii
dale.
YEAR'S ASSEMBLY PRO-
GRAM ANNOUNCED
Unusual entertainment value and Vet
satility, is promised by the calendar • !-
assemblies to be held this year.
Saturday, November 3, will fei,•
the inauguration of Preaident lit.
A school holiday has been declared !
the occasion which also marks the dims-.
of Alumni Home-Coming week.
Mr. Walter Ilabenicht, noted vi,•1 •
ist, will give a recital on December 11
On January 11, Dean Dexter S. h
ball of the College of Engineering, 0
nell University, a-ill address the gni:
body on a subject which has not yet •
announced.
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra
present a concert on April 19.
Three other assemblies are not y•-•
definitely decided upon.
Xi Beta chapter of Chi Omega held
initiation Sunday, Oct. 28. Six girls
initiated: Ethel Bingle, '37, Lynn, M
sachusetts; Dorothy Nut, '36, IN
Rockport; Madeliene Frazier, '37,
wood, Mass., Frances Jones, '37, Ban,-
Janet Brown, '35, Skowhegan, and Yr:. •
eft Johnson, '35, Latuque, Quebec.
Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About
You
Send them subscriptions to
Tilt% Riaitte Tatupag
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England
The may college paper in the East that presents news by radio
Listen to the Maine Campos radio broadcast every Friday
at 7:00 o'clock over WLBZ
P • N
See Wstara WutiAl.4 in his latest Warnet Bros. Picture,-THE DRAGON MIIRDIR CASE"
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Maine Trims Bates 12-0; Favored For Series Crown 
Outplays Bobcats I
Before Large 1--
Crowd
By ROGER LEVENSON
Campus Sports Editor
Led by fast stepping Milt Mac-
Itride, Maine's football eleven start
roaring down the state cham-
ionship trail last Saturday by
...inpletely outplaying a battling
liates outfit and emerged from the
:nod and awater of Alumni Field
a spectacular 12-0 win. Flash-
tat an attack that would not be
.ienied and a defence that was, ex-
cept for a brief spell in the first
airtight, Fred Brice's charges
i.ok advantage of scoring oppor-
unities and upset the dope of the
lexperts" who favored the
iarnet from Lewiston.
Following a bad kick by Clark, stellar
Irules punter and pass receiver, in the
third period Carl Honer took a lateral
pass from midfield to the Bates 41 yard
-tripe to start the Pale Blue to its first
Maine lined up for the next play
after an exhibition of legerdemain in
Iiackfields Dow faded back and tossed
yard aerial that nestled into the arms
Hamlin. The big right end plucked
r he pass from the air in the midst of most
Ilie Garnet secondary and by some
Lir sidestepping and spinning, Big Joe
„•Loopered over the goal line standing up.
I kw-Mg Proctor, old "Truetoe," was rush-
ed in the fray to try for the extra point
• his boot was taken just to the right
he uprights by the wind.
Soon after the start of the fil naround
Maine had the ball on its own 31 yard
:ine after Bates had lost possession on
downs. Following several line plays that
were halted by the whole Bates front wall,
Dow punted to the Garnet's 37 yard mar-
ker where it was downed. A clipping
penalty against Bates was ruled by the
officials and acting-captain Cobb decided
to take the ball on the 37 instead of the
penalty prescribed by the rules. A series
,f spectacular runs with NIacliride carry-
ing once for 20 yards, coupled with a lat-
eral and a pass behind the line of scrim-
mage brought the ball to rest near the
Bobcats six yard stripe. A fumble on
the next play allowed Valicenti to recover
for Bates and Clark booted one out to
his own 30. Ted Butler twisted and
squirmed his way back with the pigskin
to the Bates 22 yard line. Macliride
Lugain carrying the ball through right
tackle made five yards but Milt was
downed on the visitor's 20 for a five yard
loss on the next play. A nifty Dow-to-
Hamlin pass with a lateral to Butler on
the end of it brought the leather back to
the 11 yard line for a first down. Brew-
ster went through the center of the line
f,Jr three yards and NIacliride took up
the ball-lugging again being downed on
the Bates 4 yard line. Delving into his
strategy satchel, Ted Butler called for
MaeBride to carry once more and the
fleet Mi.t scampered around his right end
along the sideline for the second touch-
•l own, which proved more than enough to
ilown the fighting liolicats. Proctor's
attempted conversion was blocked by
Mendell.
Bates started the game with a rush,
displaying more hokum pokus than a Gar-
net outfit has for the past three years.
Marcus, slippery sophomore back, gained
eonsistently through the Maine line dur-
mg the first two periods but the Garnet
iirked the punch to carry on a sustained
!rive. Late in the second quarter Bates
•mik a Maine punt on it own 41 yard
4ripe. A line smash by Pignone and two
by Marcus netted the Garnet 17 yards.
the ball being downed finally on the Maine
14 for a first down. A 20-yard pass from
Valicenti to Clark added 22 more yards
inil another first down. With Marcus,
Valicenti, and Pignone, taking spinners
Lnil off tackle gnashes, the Garnet fought
is way to the Maine six-yard line where
•he Pale Blue held for three downs as
•he half ended.
Following intermission and a colorful
demonstration by both the Maine and
ilutes bands, Maine trotted onto the
ileld and completely dominated the play.
Macliride was the big grnund gainer for
•tie Pale Blue and a lot of territory was
•ravelled by means of laterals, behind the
Inc passes, and forwards. The Maine
,aekfield and ends handled the slippery
-val like a shell covered pea in a gather-
rig of sleight of hand experts. Only one
,f the laterals was dropped, a low throw
Oim Hamlin to Butler rolling offside
.ear midfield. The Black Bear backs
ere in the open several times due to
"me expert interference and !duetting
-y their teammates, and some fine work
arried tin in the mud nil the line of
,rimmage by Reese. Tuitman. Cobb.
-idelinger and Beesom.
Bates' front wall held during the Car-
rift's threat in the second thrust but later
in the game Doherty. Hamlin. and Cobb
might well have been listed in the Bob-
- ar. lineup for they spent must of the
nil half in the visitor's backfield.
-parkling exhibitions of defensive play
)(re shown by Cobb, Doherty. and But-
Doherty and Cobh stopped play
.•`er play directed at the line and ends
'•• little Ted Butler knocked down
after pees directed to the giant Clark's
-tem' grasp. When a man did filter
the tine he was promptly tackled
i In and hard by either Butler or Dow.
AS THE BEAR CLAWED THE BOBCAT
Miii MaeBride, Aroostook Pony Express, being tackled after a brilliant 35 yard jaunt around the Bates teft end. M
acliride turned in a sensational performance
throughout the opening sta.e series tilt.
The tackling by both elevens was by tar
the best seen on the greensward of Alumni
Field for many moons.
The team play of the Pale Blue was
co-ordinated almost to perfection except
for a brief lapse here and there, and Coach
Brice's remark at the rally that "Maine
will play like champions" certainly rang
true alter the battling began.
Bates was undoubtedly weakened some-
what by the absence of Stone, star line-
man, and Ted Wellman, flashy ball toter,
yet the final summary shows that they
were completely outplayed in every de-
partment.
A hardy crowd of 4,000 braved the
rain and icy wind that swept across the
gridiron to view the tussle and their in-
dulgence was rewarded with not only the
witnessing of a Maine victory but the
first look at the sun for nine Saturdays
as old Sol put in his appearance in the
waning minutes.
The lineups and summary:
MAINE (12) BATES (0)
Doherty, le..... re. Clark (Dinsmore)
Sidefinger, (Golobeki) It rt Gautier
Bessom, (Roderick)Ig.. . rg. Fuller (Rob-
 
inson)
Cobb, c c  Drobosky
Reese (Proctor) rg lg. Anicetti
Totman (Frame) rt It Biernacki
Hamlin, re. .1e. Toomey, Mendell, Kramer
Butler (Higgins) qb . . ...qb. Manning (Vali-
centi )
Mac Bride (Honer) Ihb. 
 
rhb. Paige (Puringtonj
Dow (Anderson) rhb 
Ihb. Marcus (Keller)
Brewster. fb . . lb. Pignone (NleCluakey)
Score by periods:
Maine  0 0 6 6 — 12
Batts  0 0 0 0 — 0
Touchdowns: Ilamlin, MacBride, ref-
eree, D. Leo Daley, Boston College; um-
pire, P. H. Chapman, Bowdoin; head
linesman, F. A. Farrington, Bowdoin;
field judge, Paul Fraser, Colby. Time,
four 15-min. periods.
Freshman Eleven
Winner over Jayvees
Coach Phil Jones' 1938 eleven trav-
elled at a fast clip last Friday afternoon
on the freshman field to down its arch
rivals, junior varsity, 12-6 in a nip and
tuck tussle. The Jayvees came off the
field with the pole satisfaction of having
scored upon the strong frosh outfit.
The Jayvees opened the scoring in the
first period with Lucey taking a pass over
the fresh goal line for a score. The year-
lings came back strong in the second quar-
ter to tie the score with Swenson, Tobey,
and Elliot toting the slippery leather
deep into Jayvee territory and Harding
taking a pass for a score.
In the waning minutes of the contest,
the fresh put on another touchdown drive
that ultimately brought their fueirth
straight victory.
A large gathering of partisan fans gath-
ered ti i witness the game which was played
on the oozy turf of the new fresh grid-
iron.
The lineups and summary:
MAINE FROSH
MacKenzie
Ireland
Gray
Nadeau
Williams, Rubin,
Sherman
Cuating
Haggerty
useey q. b. Johnson. Badger
HelselSmith I. h. b. 
Lord r. h. b. Limey
Reelman, 1.. Edwards.
Swensin f. b. Minuitti, Backer
I. e.
I. t.
I. g.
c.
r. g.
F. t.
F. P.
Score by Periods:
Fresh. 6
Jayvees 6 0
JAYVEES
Williams
Seeley
Shaw
Hutchins
Willet
Paneons
Mills
0 6 12
0 0 6
Maine fresh scoring: Touchdowns,
Harding, Swenson. Jaye, scoring: Touch-
down. ',levy. Officials: Referee, Hitch-
net (Maine); I'mpire, Kent i Maine;
Headline:clan, Quinn iGeorgetuiwn .
Time: four 10's.
--
Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity- recently
initiated Ronald Glepser '36.
Either Michelson haa left colkige.
SPORT
PI EL
By ROGER LEVEN SON
Like an avalanch that starts
moving ever so slowly and then
gaining momentum steadily the
Maine football swept over Bates
for the third consecutive year and
warmed the hearts of loyal football
followers with a victory that does
not mean just another ball game,
but. it looks like another state flag
will come into the possession of
the Pale Blue this year. Coach
Brice certainly said something when
he stated that "Maine will play
like champions," because after a
shaky start nothing Bates could do
was able to hold back the victory
hungry Bears. Looking back on
the battle which was replete with
sparkling performances by the
whole Maine team, owe could say
that the tackling, blocking, pass
covering, and interference was as
good as has been seen on Alumni
Field for some time. Foxy Fred
Brice certainly showed that it was
he who still ranks as the Maine Al
expert in devising hokus pokus
that fooled the Nloreytnen. The
Bobcats had a few tricks of their
own but, except for a few minutes
when Maine followers were sitting
tense on their seats, could not. fool
the Bricemen.
• • •
Not wishing to sermonize or
pour the well known oil, yours
truly would like to state that a
goodly portion of the Maine stu-
dent body does not deserve a win-
ner. First of all there was but a
sprinkling of enthusiasts in the
Memorial Gymnasium for the rally
and this fact is nothing to boast
about when one considers that the
Maine enrollment is in the neigh-
borhood of 1500. Secondly, the
air of pessimism which hangs so
heavily on certain individuals who
sit in the stands and exclaim "This
Maine punt will be a fluke", or
"Watch Bates intercept a pass and
score a touchdown," and so on all
afternoon. Whether it was the
damp weather that causes such a
statement is a matter of opinion;
but there is no excuse for such talk.
And this fact is not just soniething
made up but reported to the Cam-
pus through a number of reliable
sources. You know, Southern Cali-
fornia is having plenty of tough
luck, but its student body is behind
the team to a man. We are still
on the championship trail and very
much so so let's get behind the
boys who are giving their all t ,
produce Maine a winner, it's the
student body that's laying down,
not the team.
• *
About the roughest and tumb-
lest battle seen here for at least
three years was put on by the frosh
and jayvees Friday. Those fresh-
men are a spunky heady bunch and
Coach Brice should welcome the
whole squad to the varsity with
oren arms next year. They have
speed, weight, and there are a num-
ber that seem to be "naturals" when
it comes to the great fall sport. It
looks as though the frosh will come
through undefeated for the first
.time since the ftunous 19:13 yearling
eleven;
HETROSPECTION:-- The first
downs were rather close yet Maine
certainly carried the ball all over
the yard. ... Maine has one leg
on the champicinship but the X
(7ountry team has about 14, re-
peating for the third year....This
Cliff Veysey does not appear to
run with any effort, and he was
hardly breathing hard at the end
of the slippery grind....The sight
of a Bear as a mascot once again
adds plenty of color to any school
....It wouldn't be bad if we had
one all the time.... We are led to
understand that he likes the Maine
coeds -Colby certainly came
back against the Polar Bears with
a rush.. _Coffee and hot dogs in
the press coop certainly hit the
spot ....They say that the way to
the heart of the press is through
its stomach ....The Maine Cam-
pus gave a telephone play by play
account for the Sigma Chi boys....
According to a report Carl Honer
lugged the pigskin Saturday for
the first time this year, no plays
having been assigned to him until
last week....The Saturday of the
Bowdoin tussle is a holiday....
Those tricky laterals and behind
the line passes by the Bricemen
certainly keep the spectators on
the alert ....There's no telling
where the ball is until someone
suddenly breaks loose for a gain. .. .
Bates masked the pigskin effectively
for a time but the heady linemen
sporting the Pale Blue caught on
and ruined most of the plays....
All in all it looks as though Bruin
will be able to go into !liberation
for the fourth straight winter with
the diadem encircling his rugged
brow.
Varsity Harriers Win
in State Title Defence
Ntame's speedy cross country team
successfully defended its state crown
for the third consecutive year last Sat-
urday morning by placing five men in
the first nine for a low total of 23 imams
to Bates' 46 and Colby's 61. The meet
marked the first time since 1927 that more
than two Mame colleges have been rep-
resented in the annual run for the cham-
pionship.
Cliff Veysey, (roes country and mara-
thon man extraordinary of Coiby, led
the pack home in the fast time of 23 min-
utes and 45 seconds, finishing about a
quarter of a nide ahead (it Ken Black
who copped sessile' place. Rmining a it h
a sore leg, Ernie Black placed fifth in the
race which was finished in speedy time
by most of the entries.
The order of finish: Veysey, Colby;
Ken Black, Maine; Marsh and Hunne-
well, Maine; Ilammiind and 'rubles.
Bates; DeVeber, Colby; harry Saund-
ers, Maine; Stetson, Bates; It. Saunders,
Bates; I rake, Bates; Wishart, Maine;
Ohler, Maine; Stratum, Colby; Winton,
Bates; Danielson, Bates; Young, Colby;
Humphrey, Colby; and Dwarkin, Colby.
RESULTS OF GIRL' HOCKEY
MATCHES PLAYED RECENTLY
On Tuesday, Oct. 23, the sophomore-
senior hockey game took place. The
Sophomores played 11 snappy game but
were defeated, the genre being 3 2 Mime
Rogers and Louise Steeves Here the ref-
erees.
The hockey field was the scene of the
junior-freshmen game uni Wedne Slay
Oct. 24. The juniors were defeated by
the fast Freshmen line with a score of
4 I. Ella Rinse and Annie MacLellan
acted as referee.
The junior-senior game was played
Friday, Oct. 26, on a very wet. field. Tts.
undefeated senior team aim again with
an 8- 0 victory. Miss Lengyel and Miss
Rogers were the referees.
Alpha Omicron Pi held a idedge WPrViee
an Winslow Hall \baulky, Oetuffier 22.
at seven o'clock. Three girls were pledged
in the presence ttw members. They
were: Mary Perry,/ '36, Madeline. Rots-
sin, 37, and Nelda Sanders. '37.
Varsity Cross Country
Fourth in Boston Race
A l'niversity of Maine varsity Team
-11" cross country squad finished in fourth
place at the Harvard 11111411414M run at
'sunlit-Mgt'. Mass, Sat tiro lay a itli 93
;waits. New Hampshire. by• placing five
hien in the first eleven (sloped first hum-
ors with en mwegate *We ii 44) points.
Ed Hutchinson if list the
150 odd competitors ii‘er the four and a
hall mile el Flu, team Noires %sere
as follums• New Hampshire, 40; Bow-
&in. 52; Northeastern. 66; \l attic, 93;
Rhode Island 114; Springfield, 130; and
Boston CoPeec. 135
Lincoln, Lee Academies
Win lnterscholastics
Lincoln Academy- ciiuntry
team raced home the victor in the high
school division of the eighth annual In-
terscholastic cross country run held over
the three mile freshman course here last
Friday afternoon. Lee Academy copped
the hioiiors in the prep school division.
The summary: High Schools, Lincoln
Academy, 63; Old Town, 80; Houlton,
110; Aroostook Central Institute, 113;
Caribou, lift; Deering, 131; Newport,
163; Brewer, 203; Rumford, 217; Onino,
231; and Stetson, 250.
Prep school summary: Lee Academy,
46; Eastern Nlanie Institute, 47; Higgins
I'lassical Institute, 54; and Bridgton
kcademy, 69.
CROSSLAND IS REELECTED
SECRETARY OF U. M. T. A. A.
Linwood J. Kelly of Lewiston, was
elected president of the University of
Maine Teachers' Alumni Association, and
David L. Parker of Bangor. was elected
vice-president at the annual meeting of
this nrganizat  held Thursday evening,
Octether 25 in Portland, in comnection
with the 32nd annual convention of the
Maine Teachers' Assoiation.
The meeting was held inhuming a din-
ner at the V. W. C. A Those who were
re-elected acre: Alumni Secretary Charles
E. Crossland, (rutin, secretary; and Mum
F. Jean Kierwead, OH Town, treasurer.
The arenenstuin voted to raise a loan
fund ot 12,600 to aid boys and girls who
are studying at the University, to become
teachers.
Special honor guests were Dr. .1. Homer
pruifessor if tirewk language
and lecturer till Art History, and John T.
Gyger of Falmituth hireeide. a member
of the board of trustee's. Prof. Iluddil-
stem was the only imeaker.
Covers were laid for more than 130,
making it the largest meeting ever held
by the asticiatem. Charles A. Snow of
Fryeliurg, retiring president, presided
over the meeting.
NEW WINTER FIELD HOUSE
BEING CONSTRUCTED NOW
Acei•rditiK to an anti, ouricenient made
by Superintendent of liniunds Roes,
a new a inter fielil h pus., im being con-
structed for the weemen i•n their athletic
field. The object iii the building is to
provide is warm place where akin and other
%inter paraplienalia can be put on with
slime degree. of comfort. The building
is 34 feet by 24 feet, and a ill be complet-
ed in athait tan week*.
.Marjorie Young poised the week-end
at her home in Welton.
Ruth Libby, Jarie.t Campbell. Velma
Colson am! Marjorie. Church visited Elea-
nor (lumen at her home in Biddeford this
eekssid.
Frances Knight spent the w eek-enil at
her home in Derby.
ASTRONOMY
STARS AND NEBULAE ARE
INCANDESCENT BODIES —THE
STARS ARE GENERALLY SPHERiCAL
o
tttttt
AND EVERYBODY KNOW.3
THAT STAR OPINE
SMOKING TORACCOS_
WE KNOW THAT THESE BODIES VARY
A GREAT DEAL IN SIZE --ETC ,ETC
 re/
THE ONLY WAY TO DETERMINE THE
MOTION OF A HEAVENLY BODY lb TO
COMPARE ITS POSITION AT TWO
DIFFERENT EPOCHS
AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
IF YOUR PIPE unkindly bites your tongue, t hange to Prince
Albert. "P.A." is bklided by a special pressen u hub restores all
trace of "bite." Try a tin yourself. You will like the mild,
mellow flavor of the top-quality tobaccos. You will like its
delightful fragrance. Briefly, you will like Prince Albert,
NUKE ALBERT
—THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE!
CoPY/191H. 1914 H J 14.yrIolle Toba,ou wr.pa• y
Bananas Says U. of Maine Co-eds Are
Charming When Munching Acorns
By the Roving Reporter
"It la iii the Laurie ef the gods- but
may the best team am." Thu a as a state-
ment given out by Banahas, black bear
mascot who attended the Bates-Maine
game on Saturday, in an exclusive inter-
view before the game. He added, "I'd
die of shame if the Black Bears were de-
feated by a flee-bitten Bob-cat, and 1
know those bears will put up a tight."
I had been very humble m approach-
ing Bananas Saturday morning, for I
knew his importance. Hewever, he re-
ceived me moat graciously, and folios ed
his handshake by lapping my wrist in a
dreaming manner eith his pink tongue.
Almost at once he asked it he could take
me on for a brief e reeding bout, and made
a few experimental side-swipes eith a
formidable left, but I explained that I
was not in very good condition early in
the day.
When I asked him about the song
"Bananas", which credits him with say-
ing "Study bugs, study %toms, squeeze
an ant until it squirms," the little bear
sat down and groaned drearily. His de-
spondence worried me, but finally he
began to explain his extreme distaste for
anything crawly "I hate bugs," he mut-
tered, "and ants give Inc the cold elev.-
era. Ugh: Ugh' How I hate *onus
I did not %suit to recall to him any un-
pleasant memories; SO 1 Min around for
another question.
Co-eds, of course, are worth comment-
ing on. I Baked Bananas what he thought
of Maine co-eds. Ile began tit look lively
at once. "I think they are charming,"
he said, "and beautiful as any I have ever
seen." Thus eas gratifying, and I asked
if there acre any especially attractive
ones. There were. "I noticed a delight-
ful co-ed sitting in a tree eating an acorn
this morning." I gawped, and tried des-
perately to think of any girl who break-
fasted on acorns. When I realized that
the shaggy little fellow had his wires
enraged on the subject of co-eds, I began
to seek an exit. The interview might
end disastrously, if I had to continue.
"A bob-cat," I hissed, "A lousy, flee-
bitten bob-cat." as I peered into the space
beyond the Armory. I bid a hasty good-
bye and sneaked off in pursuit of an im-
aginary bob-cat, leaving Bananas sail
with longing to follow me.
I didn't speak to Bananas again, but
I saw him ambling across the field at the
close of the game. Ile looked satisfied,
and I knew that, as he had %tamed, the
best team had won.
COLLEGE CAPRICE
are always plenty more fials--" importance, '•the old guy crashed through
"Pipe down," warned the other girl. with • B- this time"
' The proctor's in the next room. You Midge tucked her hand through his
can see how it is can't you? She's been arm softly and gazed tip at him with wsr-going with him for nearly two years. shipful eyes, "You big smart man, 1 wishEveryone knows that--and wheu you get I wus smart "
to be a senior, not many fellows are going "What did you make?" Danny askedto try to cut in on a "steady." And you suddenly, in a sympathetic voice.
It was one 11111ilite to teelve by the knora ouraell that he doesn't take any
dock in Dorset Hall parlor. A gust of other girls out."
damp air rushed into the hallway as two "Oh, I know that," said Widdy with an
breathless girls pushed open the door, impatient tug at her shoestring, "but
cast a relieved glance at the clock, ran a he's so darned indifferent. He needs
hasty pencil through the signing-out book one good jolt to wake him up to the fact .
and with a cheery "night" to the girl on that Midge is desirable and that if he'
door duty, went quietly up the stairs, doesn't watch out he'll loge her. Just
murmuring intimately to each other, one quick scare would do it." She kicked
off a shoe for eniphaais."See Midge's name on the book?"
"Didn't notice it. Bet that sap "stood Frannie shook out her lovely blond
her up" again. Say, if I was in her shoes waves and squinted at a freckle in the
mirror. "This awful weather we're hay-
ing is sure swell for the complexion—yes,
They acre walking down the hall, that's what he needs all right—but Midge
lined on both sides uith neatly numbered must realize that herself. She's no fool,!
doors. Opposite '.11'2 they stopped and, "But she's too easy," broke in Widdy
turning the knob eolftly, stepped inside fretfully, "She'll just drift along, waiting
It eas a single room. Every light was for him to give her a break---letting him
blazing, clothes were draped duessuio- stand her up whenever he feels like it -
lately over every piece of funeture and oh, well--"
in the midst of all this debris there was a The girls pulled down their beds. shoved
mound, probably a bed, upon v. tech fl the a mdows to the top, snapped out their
girl iii a rose taffeta evening Koss lay lights and nestled into their pillows, mur-
stretched out on her back, asleep. Her manioc sleepy good nights."
little oval face ass powdered white. A .Nlidge, meanwhile, wart restoring order
splash of carmine designated the spot out of havoc. With her tiny form shim-
a here her lips should be, and her eye- mering in pebly crepe pajamas, she pat-
lashes acre sticky with black mascara, tered around the room in her bare feet,
A sail little black line, once probably a mechanically straightening her books,'
gushing rivulet, wound its way through and picking up ecattered cosmeties. A
the thick powder from her Wft eye to her little frown creased her babyish brow,
dun. lier hands eerie folded childishly She reached under the mattress and hauled
over her abdomen, and her nails had been out a worn bulky looking notebook which
painted a brilliant ceral shade. From she hugged tightly to her as she turned
beneath the folds of her crisp dress, one down her bed and slipped in between
brae nfttockinged (out 'protruded, from cool etwets.
u tech a leek tee peeked inquiringly The rosy lamp cast a soft glow over the
through a hole. little figure that hunched up her knees tip
The tett inns, Frannie, gracefully support her book, and absorbedly began
tall and blond, and Louise, kilos n as to scribble in a round wabbly hand.
Widdy, plump, dark, and r' 4y, stood -Ile has mood me up again, and as I
gazing thavn at this hideous combination live to ante
 this it shall lie the last time.
Ile has done it before, aluays with theof colors a oh puckered brows.
Framne muttered a puzzled. "Well- same hone excretes- he atilt tired, or the
for.'' and broke Id as Widdy began to beye wanted him to take them sine-
giggle hystt•rwally. The figure im the s here, or- oh, there have been loads of
bed stirred, the vveightett eyelids flickered apologies' but this time there shall be
and site uric quiet start, he hat bolt Ingle I admit that I like a fates who is
upright on the bed, her eves
 
wide anti a let uncertain why doesn't rush you
dear, to death. lie keeps you interested by
'Hello'', she wed brightly, en-ambling being a little indifferent but this in-
off the bed and begimoug to tear off her difference of Jelp's has reached the lipoint
dot hes. of negligence, and I shall not stand for
The two spectators reared iii stupdied it any longer.:
silence. NIelge ass chattering on volu- "I want a little respect and considera-
bly. ••1Iave a peel time? Who was tion. I'm tired of facing that eternal
there? Did you tell Duns about the tea
 
question mark every night. Will Jet)
next Thursday? You know, I think be over or not? He saul he might, but
she'—" do I think he He said he wouldn't
"Saaaay," interrupted Frannie in a be able to make it, but isn't he likely to
low draw! "give your tongue a chance to Pop up just as I'm ready for bed? lie
wake up before you overwork it. What's said
 lie "mad Pee me, hut can I he Pure?
the big idea of all this crazy display— MiOpti I'll get all excited about searing
and where's the little Tarbell bey? Didn't ant's dreier- and then no Jeb.
he ships up again tonight?" Well, everyone on campus think. things
Midge slapped foamy cream upon hex are just hunky-dory between Jet) and me,
fake and wiped it off %all pale green tot- except Widdy anti Frannie. They kiwis;
suet,. "Jeb?'---'Oh, the date was aorta and pity me. I hate their pity. All of '
vague anyway
, lie said maybe lied he the boys think I'm practically engaged.
over and we could see a movie- but 1 All? There', Danny Ryder, Jett'. rooms
guess I
--anyway, nothing sae certain, mate. Ile nmst see how things stand,
be just said"—her voice trailed off on a He must see how Jet) neglects me."
weak note. Midge thoughtfully chewed the end of
WidtIy drew a deep 1,rtlith and opened her pencil. Then she smiled craftily,
snapped the book shut and, cuddling intoher mouth. Thu tan girl gave her a hard
her nest, was piton fast asleep.look and she shut it sinch. There NIS
l'he end of General Phys. lecture classan ominous pause and then Frannie swept
next day found Dr. Groee passing out aup her coat and started for the door say-
set of prelims. Midge squeezed into theMg cheerfully, "It was a naten night out
waiting line behind a broad brown tweedany-way-rain and sleet. ou're just as
back, topped by a cloftily cropped blondwell off." Then with a yawn, "Nighty-
night, bon; don't forget Chapel in the head. Thu'lineuii"veui f"^"Lr'd:
morning clutching her paper in one hand, with the"
other caught the coat in front of her asThe two gins marched down the hall they pelmet! through the door. The trepanin silence, entered their room silence
clad shoulders nitated slowly, and a genialand sat down oh their beds.
face appeared that glowed eith ii soil-Finally Widdy spoke. '•Hoir mans' den smile as he saw Midge peeringUrn.'. does that make? Three mince school ems 
"Hie Midget," he said amsbulip• atbegan, isn't it? Not to mention all those Midge equinted her blue eves rul ori;hly.nights last year" "She wse gathering "Hi Danny—What d'ja get":'momentum and volume. "What I'd The boy expanded his chest anti ex-like to know is why she stands for its Unfelt the mark on the paper. "W 11"Why doesn't she give him the air? There he drawled in a voice exaggerated with
THE MAINE CAMPUS
BANANAS AND INTERVIEWER
Midge removed her clinging hand and
drew her face down, "B—," she sighed
with a tremor.
Danny stared incredulously, then
laughed heartily,."Oh gee, 1m glad I'm
not dumb,"
They started down the walk, laughing
and joking. Danny, on an impulse, sug-
gested that they have a drink at the Ver-
anda. It was a radiant day. The ice
tinkled merrily in their glasses, Midge's
eyes glowed with the joy of living. Her
wit and zest, her coy glances, stimulated
Danny as he had never been before. He
insisted upon accompanying her home to
the dormitory. He was jaunty and gay
on his way back to the frat house.
"Great little kid, Midge," he remarked
casually that night to Jeb.
The tall figure slumped in a swivel
chair over blue prints grunted absently.
Danny turned away thoughtfully. "Not
interested," he decided.
Midge was satisfied with her day's
work. It's a beginning, anyway she
thought as she pulled out her diary that
night.
Indeed it was a beginning—of many
walks and talks. Midge leanest the most
interesting things about Danny, and
Danny discovered many charming things
in Midge. It was all very frank and sin-
cere. Once in a while, Jeb would come
for a date. Midge always gave it to him.
She had to know how she was progres-
sing. As far as she could see, Jeb was
unchanged. lie didn't seem to be aware
of the intimacy that had been growing
between her and Danny-- or else he didn't
care. But Midge couldn't make herself
believe this. Ile was still smug, non-
challant, sure of himself and her--, She
must exert more pressure, she decided.
The Kappa Phi Gamma sorority dance
date was set. Midge drew a deep breath
and invited Danny. He was delighted.
He buret into his study room. "Who do
think asked me to the Kappa Phi dance?"
Jeb was apathetic as usual.
"Can't imagine," he drawled.
Danny was dressing for dinner, lie
snapped on a tie and dove into the closet
for his shoes. A muffled name reached
Jeb's ear. He started sharply, and looked
intently toward the closet. A storm of
old shoes and underwear came flying out
and finally Danny emerged triumphant
with his shoes. "Yes, sir, she asked me
this afternoon."
Jeb shook himself. "Good, old man.
Glad for yuh. -Midge is one sweet kid."
"Sure is, "Danny agreed vigorously,
dashing out of the room.
The door banged shut. Jeb sat star-
ing at a paper on his desk, making jerky
little marks with a red pencil.
The telephone rang for Jeb that even-
ing. He took up the receiver with a frown.
•' Yes?"
"Jets this is Midge."
"Jeb looked startled. "Hello, Midge."
Her voice came over the wire, sweet
and enthusiastic.
"Want to go to our dance?"
"Say, what is this anyway—?" Jeb
interrupted with a bark.
"With Jo Blake? She's been wanting
to ask you for ever so long, but didn't
quite dare to. I told her I'd just as *Jon
ask you. How about it?"
Joe wart silent a moment. Then, "sure,
he glad tip go. rile would show her—
trying to embarrass him).
"Oh, that's grand. Jo'll be tickled to
death.- By."
A clear moon drove away the stars and
enveloped the world with its it efful-
gence on the night of the dance. lidge
dressed with unusual care. Tonight's the
Night, she thought as she surveyed her-
self in the mirror. With a sigh of satis-
faction, she gave a final pat to her cap
of curbs, brushed an imaginary fleck of
powder from a perfectly arched eyebroe,
obsenied that the hem of her soft blue
velvet dress hung faultlessly, and tripped
lightly down to meet Danny. He helped
her on eith her wrap, remarking with
frank admiration in his eyes, -Pretty
easy to look at tonight, Midget." "Thanks
Danny. You don't look so bad your-
self."
Walking out to the car, she observed
him cloeely. Tali and well built with his
fresh complexion and crinkly brown eyee -
Danny was a handsome boy. A wave of
affection for him welled up from her heart
Ile was so sweet, so jovial, au steady and
dependable. She hated to have him dis-
like her, but --. She put away depres-
sing theughts and lifted her spirits to
meet the rhythm of the dance music that
drifted out over the Lawn to meet them
as they came up. Midge danced along
in excitement. "Don't you just love it,
Danny—doesn't it geein your blood?"
Danny grinned down at her, "Sure, "he
agreed.
During the first part of the evening.
she consentrated on Danny. She was
coy, charming --a tiny flirting butterfly.
Danny was delighted and showed it.
Ile dances divinely, thought Midge,
and fairly glowed under the admiring
glances that fell upon them as they whirled
and dipped.
Jeb was not having a very good time.
Ile glowered upon everyone including
poor Jo. "Flat Tire," he spat out under
has breath. ''Wish I'd stayed home."
Under the rapid flow of Midge's co-
quettish banter, Jeb soon relaxed. "She's
out-doing herself," he thought, looking
down at her, fondly, patronizingingly as
he used to. The music was soft, sensuous,
intoxicating. Midge nestled her head
softly against his shoulder; his arm closed
more tightly around her slim waist. An
outdoor alcove epened opposite them.
Jeb swung her lightly out. The night
was dark and tense. Alidge shivered
slightly, partly from the chill air, partly
from anticipation.
She waited there, looking out over the
trees and shrubbery below—waited for
his broken avowals of love, his plea for
another chance. They did not come.
Perplexed, she glanced up inquiringly.
His eyes were watching her intently, an
exultant gleam in their depths. Suddenly
she wanted to run. he spoke, his voice
low with derision. "Don't you think I'm
onto you, Midge? You can't make me
jealous, darlin'."
Midge was frozen with her sudden rev-
elations. Before she realized it, Jet) had
swept her into his arms and was holding
..it makes the
tobacco milder
In the manufacture
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is dif-
ferent from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
... gives the tobacco an ex.
tra flavor and aroma
... it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe— burn
slower and smoke cooler
... it makes the tobacco milder
... it leaves a clean thy ash
— no soggy residue or heel
in the pipe bon!
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
',.ch in some way zee andd set
(-coy man who smokes aft'
to lust IT Granger
her like a vice. "You can't fool in.', seat
I know w here your heart and
Danny! -He laughed &Atty. : Levi
ditch this crazy dance and—"
Midge struggled veplently. A .
setae of revulsion enveloped her.
head %AS shining. Suddenly shs
free. Panting she co
-unlimited
thoughts. They were clear and
Words tumbled out.
-Why you conceited ass, you. .
you dare to lay your vain paws
again.
"So you know where my heart is.
Well that i,s interesting, Dr. Tarbell.
I do hope you havn't made ths , •
believing it to be languishing
If you have, let me correct your
nosis right now.'—l---have a Bennis
yearning for a vain, phlegmatic, s
sighted lounge lizard like you?"
tried to laugh lightly, but disillus
tears choked off her voice. Sh,
blindly and rushed into the s
searching for Danny—her Dar,
and honest and steady.
She caught sight of his blond to•
over Jo, looking politely interest,
something she was explaining. W
her way through thedancers ti
she gasped, "Danny, take me .
don't feel well."
He was immediately soliciteus
efficient. Ile put Jo in charge of a up•
"stag", Brought Midge's wrap, au
two minutes they were flying over
road in Danny's little roadster.
Slyly, she stole a glance at I
face. It was absorbed. She laugh,,.
deny, gleefully.
Danny turned quickly, "Sinai
-Oh, I feel swell now."
Danny grinned, perplexed. "Sure •
"Sure," She smiled up at him
witchingly.
Danny slowed down. "Want to go
straight home?"
She lifted her nose and drew a deep
breath. "It's grand out here."
The car turned up a side-road and new:
to a stop on the top of a grassy hill 'Ile
a hole land-scape was sleeping in a
very mist. A bird twittered in a -
somewhere. They sat in silence. D.,
said suddenly in a shaky voice, "M.;
"I'm crazy about you."
Midge looked at him, faintly suns -
He was running his finger ,absently ar
the steering wheel. She sighed with
smile. "I've been told that many tali;
but never with so little proof to bas
upon.''
"Ye gods, woman," he said veherne-
"Haven't I been haunting your foot:
for the last three weeks? Isn't that pn:1 -
good evidence?"
"Yees," she agreed, "that might pa,
for an indication, but—"
"Oh," he laughed softly, throwine
big arm around tier, "If you need -
more proof—I can furnish that I pa.
. . . in n
common . sense
ixtrkagt. — 10e
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